Title word cross-reference

$160\ [\textit{Sap10}]. \$19.75\ [\textit{Ros89b}]. \$19.95\ [\textit{Hal97a}]. \$24.00\ [\textit{Lin90}]. \$24.95\ [\textit{Gil97, Bes95a}]. \$29.95\ [\textit{Ros90}]. \$34.95\ [\textit{Buc91}]. \$37.95\ [\textit{Ros89c}]. \$80.00\ [\textit{Giu09}]. \ E = mc^2\ [\textit{Lin17a}].

0
[\textit{Ada07, Aug09, Aug06b, Aug06a, Bes88, Bes02a, Bes02c, Bes03a, Bon02, Box01, Coo07, Con90, Cre04, Del97, Dut07, Fit00, For90, Fra02c, Fra02a, Hay97a, Hay01a, Hay01c, Hob03, Hop04, Kap01, Koc09, Lin90, Lop06, New04, Nuv07, OH04, Poy97, Rot88, Saa98, Sco89, Tat04, Tra00, Ver90a, Ver90b, Wan04},
0-08-044214-5\ [\textit{Lop06}], 0-09174-1181\ [\textit{Ver90b}], 0-13-0437875\ [\textit{Bes95b}],
0-13-145947-3\ [\textit{Min94}], 0-13-149626-3\ [\textit{Per97b}], 0-13-295304-8\ [\textit{Per96}],
0-13-556507-3\ [\textit{Her92b}], 0-13-781824-6\ [\textit{Gar94}], 0-19-268255-5\ [\textit{But96}],
0-19-514097-4\ [\textit{Bes02a}], 0-19-828904-9\ [\textit{Poy97}], 0-19-829462-X\ [\textit{Fra02b}],
0-19-8295375\ [\textit{Wan04}], 0-19-829542-1\ [\textit{Hob03}], 0-19-926322-1\ [\textit{Edw04}].
0-226-85175-3 [Min96]. 0-230-00201-3 [Coo07]. 0-230-61173-7 [Koc09].
0-262-01198-0 [OH04]. 0-262-02327-X [Hol93]. 0-262-18226-2 [Par03a].
0-262-19514-3 [Aug06b]. 0-273-64322-3 [Hay01b]. 0-330-32046-7 [Joh92d].
0-335-19158-4 [Sha95]. 0-408-028940-4 [Rot88]. 0-408-03957-4 [Hay92d].
0-415-07926-8 [Har93b]. 0-415-1162-7 [Ric95]. 0-415-125030 [Hay97a].
0-415-12609-6 [Bes97]. 0-415-12610-X [Bes97]. 0-415-14624-0 [Hay97b].
0-415-16828-7 [Wya00]. 0-415-19210-2 [Tra00]. 0-415-22884-0 [Aug06a].
0-415-323-3 [Saa98]. 0-415-42246-8 [Bul97]. 0-442-00243-2 [Joh92b].
0-447-139283-9 [Fra02d]. 0-447-48557-8 [Fra02a]. 0-471-61997-3 [Mur91].
0-471-92169-6 [Mor91, Sco89]. 0-471-92499-7 [Joh92g]. 0-471-92858-5 [Her92c].
0-471-93418-6 [Bes94c]. 0-471-94451-3 [Per95]. 0-471-95490-X [Del97].
0-471-96452-2 [Gri98]. 0-521-55393-8 [Hay01c]. 0-521-55641-4 [Hay01c].
0-521-63327-3 [Hay01a]. 0-521-63361-3 [Hay01a]. 0-521-66269-9 [Kap01].
0-521-68415-3 [Nuv07]. 0-521-81086-8 [Cre04]. 0-566-07386-8 [OH99].
0-566-07961-5 [Fit00]. 0-566-08027-3 [Fit00]. 0-566-08364-7 [Mer02].
0-566-08567-4 [Tat04]. 0-631-15304-7 [Ver91b]. 0-631-61997-3 [Mur91].
0-674-93198-6 [Bes94]. 0-674-14451-3 [Per95]. 0-674-95490-X [Del97].
0-674-523-3 [Huy98]. 0-7123-0788-5 [Hay93b]. 0-7425-1846-9 [Wya04].
0-7456-2456-1 [Dut07]. 0-7494-0201-6 [Joh92f]. 0-7494-0527-9 [Joh92e].
0-7619-2181-8 [Fra03a]. 0-7619-2468-X [Fra03a]. 0-7619-3477-4 [Ada07].
0-7619-4875-9 [Kuc07]. 0-7619-6948-9 [Fra03b]. 0-7619-9670-2 [Bas04].
0-7923-9051-2 [Joh92a]. 0-7923-9758-4 [Ano97b]. 0-7923-9760-6 [Hay97d].
0-8039-5942-7 [Box01]. 0-8039-7048-X [Hay97c]. 0-8039-7049-8 [Hay97c].
0-8039-7049-8 [Hay97c]. 0-8122-8205-1 [Buc91]. 0-8493-3741-0 [Bon02].
0-85296-768-3 [Bes02d]. 0-86341-265-3 [Rus94]. 0-86341-285-8 [Rus94].
0-87584-226-7 [Dav92]. 0-87584-342-5 [Bes96]. 0-87584-413-8 [Bes95a].
0-87584-865-6 [Bes01b]. 0-8842-170-6 [Fra02c]. 0-939246-53-8 [Pov97].
0-948061-72-3 [Pot93]. 0-9523328-4-1 [Bes03a]. 0-9662697-1-3 [Bes03a].
0-9662697-1-3 [Bes03a]. 0-9662697-1-3 [Bes03a].

1 [Arr04, Aug09, Ban04, Bes01a, CF07, Col08, Dut07, Gii09, Har93a, Hob03, Lae04, Lin90, Per04, Que06, Rad97, Sap05, Szw07, ZS04a]. 1-220 [Koc09].
1-4020-7000-4 [Per04]. 1-4039-4245-5 [Giu09]. 1-4129-1903-7 [Sz07w].
1-84064-469-9 [Lae03]. 1-84064-640-3 [BH03]. 1-84064-922-4 [Kap03].
1-84064-957-7 [Ban04]. 1-84376-018-5 [De 04]. 1-84376-210-2 [Mor04].
5 [Fit00, Giu09, Lop06, Que06, Ver90a]. 50 [Edw04]. 507 [II92b]. 514 [JWS92b]. 518 [Ano93p]. 520 [Par06, Zho92b]. 532 [Ano93n]. 533 [Swi92b]. 544 [Ano93k]. 55/$77.95 [Dut07]. 59.95 [Lae03]. 5th [Hay93c].

6 [Cou90, Fra02c, Sco89]. 66.00 [Hay87b]. 69 [Ano94-27]. 69.95 [Her04].

7 [Ban04, Box01, Koc09, New04, Szw07]. 74.75 [Ano97b, Hay97d]. 75.00 [Hay95]. 7EZ [Per97b]. 7PW [BB95, Bes94a, Bes95c]. 7th [Ano90o].

8 [Bes88, Cre04, Fra02a, Har93a, Hay01c, Pra10, Saa98, Sap10]. 82.00 [Hay87a, Hay87c].


A. [Ano93f]. Åke [Dre06]. Abdullah [AHAAEA03]. Abilities
[VWG+98, WGV+98]. Absorptive
[MP09b, NQ05, SC17, EH14, EHHW17, FMFMA16, dCHDAALMM07, HLO14, JBGMM11, LWC+12, PA15, SCK10, SCK11, XR08]. abstract
[Ano95o, Ano95p, Ano95q, Ano97q, HAH84]. abstracts
[Ano92h, Ano93q, Ano94-39, Ano94-40, Ano95r, Ano95x, Ano95s, Ano95t, Ano95u, Ano95v, Ano95w, Ano96o, Ano96u, Ano96p, Ano96q, Ano96r, Ano96s, Ano96t, Ano97r, Ano97s, Ano97t, Ano97u, Ano97v, Ano97w, Ano97x, Ano97y, Ano980]. academia
[Ahn95, AC04, Bje10, BJ05, DMNR12, Fuj98, HKW+13, MI07].
academia-industry [Fuj98]. Academic
[Ano97b, Ano71l, Hal97a, Hay97d, HW17, Kuc06, Lin14, Lin17c, Par03b, Per04, QWM92, Sha91b, vGS09, AKKS12, BRH+97, GvBR10, JFCFMC+12, KA15, KM97, LM94a, LM94b, LL05b, LP07, NPS02, OIOA01, OIN96, PDOL11, PD10, SOKE15, SSS17, SJ16, SLJ13, TK13, Wec15, Wür17].
academic-entrepreneurial [PD10]. Academic-industry
[QWM92, LM94a, LM94b]. academies [MT08, SWW12, VM97]. accelerate
[TM06]. Accelerator [Hed89, PCWV16]. accelerators [CvZ05].
acceptance [ASGC09, CT06, CC14, CSL06, HO11, HJM08, VM11]. access
[CT12, CCY05, Pa00, SSF12]. according [HN08, PsdLC02]. Accounting
[Ano03q, ON88, HGL98, LL05a, SD95]. Accreditation [Ano07l].
accumulation [Fig02, SeSN14]. accumulative [CG11]. achievable [Wil14].
achieve [GCH96]. achievement [AHAAEA03, HKW+13]. Achieving
[Mac88]. acquire [WVG+98, WGV+98]. acquiring [SS07]. acquisition
[Aka98b, Aka98a, CY00, DFBC98a, DFBC98b, FC95, HT08, Hus10, JG98b, JGM98a, KLL87, KKG07, OTA01, Sik96]. acquisitions
[ALRSD04, BC82, dCHDAALMM07, YNS18, dMD05]. across
BRCG12, CD92a, CD92b, DQ06, LS05, Ver90b. act [Ano93a, GT93]. Action [RS06, Sér96, Ano94-44, Ham94, Ken13, Ott03b, TAC96, Fra01a]. Action-based [RS06]. Actions [Cur89]. active [CKM13, Fox86a, Kap99, LWP14, New04]. activities [CPP09, CBK03, Dag04, DM91, Fuk09, GC10a, HLO14, JD09, KA15, KTE04, KFL11, LLB89, LMMPVO09, ML08a, Mar01, MI07, MK96, Rie89, Sun96, SD89a, Tam16, Uzu01, VB05]. Activity [GG03, Bal10, Clo91, CR08, Kaa09, Kih03, LH14, MROS09, Miy00, MG08, Szá92, Tít90b, WC06b, Ano81a, Gar87]. Activity-based [GG03]. actors [ABGS13, BBTW00, Hu13]. actualizing [JLL10]. adaptation [BLQS00b, BLQS00a, Ken13, Wal85]. adaption [Fox86b, GK91, Mud95]. adaption-innovation [Fox86b, GK91, Mud95]. Adaptive [DDOR08, CG04a, FC95]. Adaptors [Hay90a, Ric95]. added [JMT03, LDB13, Ry96, Soh97b, WJK15]. additionalities [WSF13]. additiveness [HHH09]. address [Smi85]. adequate [SIOO01]. adjusting [Wal85]. adopt [Ban04, SU11]. adopters [MTB01]. Adopting [Ano93a, FGS07, GT93, Ket09, SS17]. Adoption [FRWT06, AH84, Alc99, AGM89, AR99, BMLL07, BL97, BR16, BM07, BWS11, dABKS14, CUF13, CF01b, CJS00, DSS05, HO05, JMRP01, JMRP04, KH06, LD05, LLEB05, Mud90, Mus09, ND15b, OCA09, OOA04, PsdLC05, SO02, SSM09, TS00, WNL06, YT09, ZS04a, ZS04b]. adoptions [NG09]. adoptive [HM11]. advance [CD00, Th05]. Advanced [ETOA00, HO05, Pap06, Alc99, Che12, ETAO98, Hay88c, HW18, Kim16, LWP14, LD01, MG98b, MG98a, MS98, Sgo95, Sun00, WH04a, ETA02, Par00, VS06]. advances [Go10]. Advantage [Nuv07, Ano90o, BS01, Bar90a, Bes95a, CG11, GCS01, Hum00, Kar93a, Kar93b, Lak08, LXDFT15, LH07, NGK08, YGM99, ZL01, Bes03b, Bro90, Har93a]. advantages [Kha97, TCT05]. Adversity [Fra00b]. advice [Lin10b, Lin07a, Lin14]. advisors [MCT06]. Aero [Eri00]. aeronautics [ADNP01]. aerospace [CWB03, CH01, GTW02, KK05, LL98, MOM08, PV00]. aerospace-challenging [CWBG03]. aesthetic [CS08a]. affect [Ano94m, LWC09, LG94, Pa04, WSF13, Won05a, vWvRN17]. affecting [HT08, dLP06, LL93a, LL93b, NDP07, OWC03, PS97a, PS97b, WHP85, VWW15]. affiliation [Boa08, GC10a]. Africa [AN16, Fab96, Hb03, KK04, MBA+12, SPO08, Ven14, BH03]. African [BBDM01, LP07, Moo03, OOA04]. after [ND15b, SPO04, Sz94a, Sz94b]. AG [Car98a, OS98]. again [Mow90]. against [CAdvNF04, Lin10c, McBI3]. Age [Kra15, MFH16, MT05, Tan87, Wan04, Arr04]. Agencies [CNPV04]. Agency [FCH01, PV00]. agenda [Da 01, Hew99, SWW12]. agendas [CJS00, IH07]. agent [Cha08, LGY05]. agents [Ano94x, Aut94, Car98c, Ved97]. ages [vGS09, Kap03]. AGFA [Car98a]. AGFA/BAYER [Car98a]. agglomeration [OWCvB15, dSSD09, TKSM08]. aggregations [CT97]. Agile
[ES05, Ano94-27]. Angelo [Gra01]. Anglo [TI02]. Anglo-Japanese [TI02].
Anmol [Kaz03]. Anne [Fra03b, Mur91]. Annie [Coo97]. Announcement
[Ano97a, Ano07e, Ano87a]. Announcements [Ano97a, Ano90b]. answer [Bal10].
Antecedents [SVV15, WWY15, RB09, VB05, BC12, EH14]. anti [TW02].
antihypertensive [TW02]. anticipate [SB02]. anticipating [FHBDO16].
antique [CP11]. Antonelli [Eva02]. Antonio [Gra01]. anwendung
[Ano94j]. anyway [BM16a]. apparel [Moo03]. appeal [BNV05b].
appendices [Kaz03]. Apple [dHOvdKS16]. applicable [YH11].
applications [Ano94t]. Application
[LD01, Rue88, Sto99, Ano94v, Ano97a, Arc88, FJ12, GTW02, HPB03, JWS92a, JWS92b, LL04a, ML08a, MV06, MFH03, PWF07, PP04, PFP06, SCH93a, SCH93b, SCFD18, SK92, WKN03, vRGJ+12, AW12].
approaches [Gil96, Lin11e, TAM11, Wec15]. Appropriability
[GANA07, DL10, HKJ07, SCY17]. appropriating [RHL09]. Appropriation
[Sha86, HLH12, MPV13, Neu12, ZLH17]. Arabia [ASGC09]. Aragon
[ST95, SP98a, SP98b]. Aragonese [PS00a]. arbuscular [SO2]. Arch
[Gof07]. Archer [Pot93]. Archibugi [Hay01a, Hay01c, Pap04].
Architecting [CvZ05]. architecture [LGY05, LCLC03]. architectures
[BWF18, ZDWDG14]. area [BS01, CT12, Die00]. areas
[BS08, CP11, ETM96, LS07, RS03]. arena [Car98a]. Argentina [AL11].
Argentine [MPV13]. arising [Whi89a, Whi90a, Whi90b, Whi90c].
Armistead [Del97]. Arnold [Hay97a, Lim06]. arrangements
[BK89, CH01, HB89]. Art [Hay86c, BB95, CM94, Hit89b, Hui11, Lin02].
Arthur [Ano94b]. Article [Ano12a, Hit93]. artifacts [DAR07]. Artificial
[CM96, ZWD09, Cha94]. ASEAN [Ano94-30, JI98, SS94, WC07]. Asia
[Won08, Hob95, HCK01, Hos99, Hui17, Min95, Won13, Kap01].
Asia-Innovation [Won08]. Asia-The [Won13]. Asian [BWF18, Kim87].
ASIC [CD92a, CD92b]. Asking [ABGS13]. aspect [CL98, LSB07], aspects
[Bar96, Gup90, dOACM02, SL98b, Tho88b]. assembled [Lag17].
assertiveness [vWvRN17]. Assessing
[AC08, BDNP06, BC92, CL05a, LO10, Mow88, Soh96, BAWK12, MG98].
Assessment [DB05, FOL+03, FJ12, OTA01, AM01, AKKS12, Bes02d, BLQS00b, CMA07, CN90, CN92, FAH08, GG05, Hay85b, IMIY87, Jol08, Lan98b, MII90, MBA+12, OIN96, PR96, PR97, PPP98a, PPP98b, PdW00,
[GCS01]. Banta [KS04a]. Baranson [Hay88f]. Barbara [Aug06b]. Barcelona [Die00, MP09a]. Bargaining [BA10, Rad99]. barrier [Bad11, GL10, Lic11, Lin10a, NHV05, dB10, vZS14, vdVdM11, vH10, vK11]. Barriers [Ayr88, Had99, TNSG96, UEGE+14, GBFvdS11, KH06, PsdLC02]. Barry [Ano94f]. Bartlett [Ver90b]. Barriers [Ayr88, Had99, TNSG96, UEGE+14, GBFvdS11, GRE06, KMF09, KK87, KB06, BS06, Bul85, CS08a, Can16, CR00, CF01a, CPXC02, CTOC02, Clo91, CH098, CFC12, DG10, Dvdcas16, DL06, Dre97, FMV00, FC95, Fere86, Fun06, Gal95, Gar96, GLYP13, GBFvdS11, Gre06, GKB12, GG03, HV96, HESPSL11, HY04, HLC05, IAO+02, IMIY87, JI92a, JI92b, JY15, Kes03, KJ96, Kod05, Kod06, Kodo7a, KMF09, KK87, KB06, LV10, Lag17, LS05, Lee00, LS07, LYP09, LCLC03, LLO8b, LLO5a, LLO5b, LOC0H16, LOM14, MGL12, MRG71, MII00, MII06, NP04, OS04, OR06, Pap03, Pfe09, Pur91, RS06, RMGDLC08, Sae05, SC17, Sch94, SKTMO8, Sma01, SJ16, STZ03, SKL17, Ste99, Sum96, TLL07, Tsu02, VM12, WCT10, WO08, Ys95, YHRD08, ZL01, VY94, LSO6]. Based [VP14, Mer02]. Basic [Ano93b, CW93, BB15, Ham96, NB09]. Basil [Bro90, COU90, Cou91, DdS99, Her89, Sha91a, Ver90a, Ver91a]. Basin [dSSD09]. Basingstoke [Coo07]. basis [Lin17a]. Bass [Fra01a, Fra01c, Hay88a, Hay88b, Hay88c, Mer01]. Bastow [Tan08]. batteries [McG98]. battle [DHL12]. battles [Gal12, dHOvdK16]. BAYER [Car98a]. be [DR99, LV10, Lin11c, Rei97]. Beach [Ano07k]. beacon [PS14]. beam [WMGB01]. beam [AT99]. Beast [Lin17c]. Beauty [Lin17c]. Beckers [Bec89]. become [OWCvdB15]. Bedford [BB95, Bes94a, Bes95c, Mer94a]. Beer [Per95, llo91]. before [KR12, Sza94a, Sza94b]. begins [KFL11]. Behavior [HW17, WNGB03, BG10, CDD+11, CDD+14, LC07, LS16, wtcoLDd91, SGWL16, Tsu02, KdW003]. behavioral [Ano93n, PAu93]. behaviors [CH04, HMI11, Tsa13b]. behaviour [BCG01, MII00, San07]. behavioural [WFL13]. behaviours [AL11]. behind [BM14]. Being [Whi94]. Belarus [AHP16]. Belgian [Van85]. Belgium [Ano81a, Hay87b]. Bell [Mow88]. Ben [Lae04, RA86]. benchmarking [ET98, LL98, Por97]. Benedikt [Hol93]. benefit [Gui11, MCH00, Sha86]. benefiting [VH06]. Benefits [DSS05, KA06, PSdLC02, BAWK12, BWS11, IPP13, JMR04, JH08, KH06, ZSO4a, FCH01]. Bentley [For85]. Beobachtungen [Ano94g]. Berger [Gra03]. Berlin [Hop04]. Bessant [Hay97a, Why02]. Best [Bea05, Bes03b, RGI13, TSH02, BN08, CVZ05, CL97b, CL97a, CO04, Guy95, Hal96, Hay97a, RMGBA08, SW04, vAdMSC94a, vAdMSC94b, Fit00]. Better [Ugh88, GdWPDC03, Rus94]. Betttley [SzS07]. Between [RM09, Aou95, AO10, ALCDf+15, AC04, BWF18, BF06, Car99a, Che12, CL97b, CL97a, CR00, CORS7a, CD00, Cur89, DTD13, DLO6, FMPMA16, GBFvdS11, Ham96, HWC06, HW01, JL96, JWO6, KOC04, KSOA, LWO4, LD95, hNFL08, Lin10b, LCT04, LCT05, LR09, MTB01, MP09a, MM08, NM11, Nar89, ND15a, Neu12, OC91, OM09, OW00b, Ott98b, OIN96, RF12, Rie89].
Sae05, SH02, SM12b, TNSG96, TCT05, TKT13, Ved97, VTRM12, VH06, WWM00, WA03, WAN03, WH04b, WA04b, XHM+16, YGM99, YI05, ZXT10].
Betz [Dod87b]. beverages [IAIA97b, IAIA97a]. Beverley [Szw07]. Beyond [Boa08, JC01, Phi99, Wat90, BLNP05, Bou15, DJ13, JMT03, MSR10, NWGB09, NGK08, Del97, OH04, Per95]. Bhanich [Ano94-30]. bias [ET98]. bibliography [Kap03, Mer94b]. bibliometric [ADDS09, BJ05, CYJ07, Ho09]. bibliometrics [HS14]. big [BM05, GUMZI14, Lin08b, VH06]. big-science [VH06]. bike [RHW14]. bio [BCC+11, HMM15]. bio-pharmaceuticals [BCC+11, HMM15]. Biochemicals [Lid90]. biodiesel [MBA+12]. biogas [AOA00, RG10]. Biology [Fra01, RL06]. biomass [HO14]. biomedical [ADDS09, BJ05, CYJ07, Ho09]. biotechnology [AA05, AAN06, AR99, BC12, BS06, BNV05a, Boa08, BA10, CadNF04, CC06, Fon05, HBS07, HN92a, HN92b, HST05, IH07, KP12, Mar03, MT05, Meo01, MS99, NPV05, Ph99, QGBV04, SO02, Sap89, Sen96, Sha87, TM06, WNM95, WvdVM07, WH96, vdVMM90]. biotecnologías [Ano94t]. Bird [Cou90, Cou91]. blacksmith [BO81]. Blackwell [Bro90, Cou90, Cou91, JD88, Her91, Sha91a, Ver90a, Ver91a]. blue [Gal12]. Board [Ano11g, Ano18b, Ano18c, Hay89c, Ano88j, WW14, Ano81c, Ano83b, Ano85c, Ano86b, Ano86c, Ano87c, Ano87d, Ano88f, Ano89n, Ano90j, Ano91f, Ano92d, Ano93d, Ano94b, Ano95m, Ano96m, Ano97o, Ano97p, Ano94c, Ano94d, Ano94e, Ano94f, Ano94g, Ano95a, Ano95b, Ano95c, Ano95d, Ano95e, Ano95f, Ano95g, Ano95h, Ano95i, Ano96b, Ano96c, Ano96d, Ano96e, Ano96f, Ano96g, Ano96h, Ano96i, Ano97a, Ano97b, Ano97c, Ano97d, Ano97e, Ano97f, Ano97g, Ano98b, Ano98d, Ano98e, Ano98f, Ano98g, Ano98h, Ano98i, Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano99c, Ano99d, Ano99e, Ano99f, Ano99g, Ano99h, Ano10a, Ano10b, Ano10c, Ano10d, Ano10e, Ano10f, Ano11a, Ano11b, Ano11c, Ano11d, Ano11e, Ano11f, Ano11h, Ano12c, Ano12d, Ano12e, Ano12f, Ano12g, Ano12h, Ano12i, Ano13a, Ano13b, Ano13c, Ano13d, Ano13e, Ano14a, Ano14b, Ano14c, Ano14d, Ano14e, Ano14f, Ano14g, Ano14h, Ano15a, Ano15b, Ano15c, Ano15d, Ano15e, Ano15f, Ano15g, Ano15h, Ano16a, Ano16b, Ano16c, Ano16d, Ano16e, Ano16f, Ano16g, Ano17a, Ano17b, Ano17c, Ano17d, Ano17e, Ano17f, Ano18a]. boards [Bla16]. Bodies [Wya00, Cor87c]. Body [YKW10].
Body-of-Knowledge [YKW10]. Boeing [SS16]. Boekema [Pap02a]. BoK [YKW10]. Bone [Joh92e]. Book [Ada07, Ano81a, Ano81b, Ano91d, Ano91c, Ano94d, Ano95a, Ano96a, Ano97b, Ano98l, Ano98k, Ano98f, Ano98g, Ano98h, Ano98a, Ano98b, Ano98c, Ano98d, Ano98e, Ano98i, Ano98j, Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano99c, Ano02g, Ano03b, Ano04b, Arc03, Arr04, Aug09, Aug06b, Aug06a, Bai84, Ban04, Bas04, BB95, Bes88, Bes93, Bes94a, Bes94b, Bes94c, Bes94d, Bes95a, Bes95b, Bes95c, Bes96, Bes97, Bes99a, Bes99b, Bes99c, Bes99d, Bes99e, Bes99f, Bes02a, Bes02b, Bes02c, Bes02d, Bes03a, Bes03b, Bon02, Box01, BH03, Bro90, Bro97, Buc91, Bul97, Bul97, But96, Col97, CF07, Col08, Coo97, Cou90, Cou91, Cre04, Dav92, De 04, De97, Dib00, Dib01, Dib02a, Dib02b, Dib04, Dod87a, Dod87b, Dod88, Dre04, Dre06, Dut07, Edw04, Eva02, Fit00, For90, For91, For85, Fra99]. Book [Fra00b, Fra00a, Fra01a, Fra01b, Fra02b, Fra02a, Fra02c, Fra02d, Fra02, Fra03a, Fra03b, Gar85, Gar87, Gar94, Gar95, Gar96, Gil96, Gil97, Giu09, Gof07, Gra01, Gra03, Gra04, Gri98, Hal97a, Har93a, Har93b, Har97c, Hay83, Hay84, Hay85a, Hay85d, Hay85b, Hay85c, Hay86c, Hay86d, Hay86e, Hay86a, Hay86f, Hay87a, Hay87d, Hay87b, Hay87c, Hay88a, Hay88b, Hay88c, Hay88d, Hay88g, Hay88f, Hay88e, Hay89a, Hay89d, Hay90a, Hay90b, Hay90c, Hay90d, Hay91a, Hay92b, Hay92a, Hay92c, Hay92d, Hay92e, Hay93d, Hay93a, Hay93b, Hay93c, Hay95, Hay96a, Hay97b, Hay97c, Hay97d, Hay97a, Hay90a, Hay90b, Hay90c, Hay90d, Hay91a, Hay92b, Hay92a, Hay92c, Hay92d, Hay92e, Hay93d, Hay93a, Hay93b, Hay93c, Hay95, Hay96a, Hay97b, Hay97c, Hay97d, Hay97a, Hay90a, Hay90b, Hay90c, Hay90d, Hay91a, Her91, Her92b, Her92c, Her04, Hob87, Hob97, Hob98, Hol93, Hop04, Hel07, Joh92a, Joh92b, Joh92f, Joh92c, Joh92d, Joh92e, Joh92g, Kap01, Kap03, Kaz03]. Book [Koc09, Kra15, Kuc06, Kuc07, Lex03, Lea04, Lal80, Leh07, Lin06, Lin90, Lin91, Lop06, Mer94a, Mer94b, Mer01, Mer02, Mil85, Mil88, Min94, Min96, Mor91, Mor04, Mur91, New04, Nuv07, O’H99, Oak97, OH04, Pap02a, Pap02b, Pap03, Pap04, Pap06, Par03a, Par06, Par07, Par03b, Per04, Per95, Per96, Per97b, Per97a, Pot93, Pov97, Poy97, Pra10, Pre01, Que06, Rad07, Ram86, Rea06, Ric95, RL06, Ros89c, Ros89a, Ros88b, Ros90, Rot87a, Rot88, Rus94, Sau98, SW04, Sap01, Sap05, Sap10, Sco89, Sha95, Sha91a, Sha91b, Szw07, Tan08, Tat04, Tro00, Ver90a, Ver90b, Ver91a, Ver91b, Wan04, Whi94, Why02, Why05, Wil90, Won08, Wya01, Wya04, Wya04, Wya07, dC07, Ano92f, Ano93b, Ano01b]. Books [For90, For91, Gar87, Joh92d, Lin90, Lin91, Ver90b]. bookstores [Kra15]. boost [Bes03a]. bootlegging [Har97c]. hop [RM14]. border [CM95]. bottlenecks [Sch85]. bottom [BK04, Bol12]. bottom-up [BK04, Bol12]. Boucke [Ano94-38]. Boulder [For85, Hob87]. Boundaries [BK15]. boundary [BC10, Kod07b]. boundary-spanning [BC10]. Boundaryless [Ano98i]. Bower [Bes93]. box [BM14, CS01b, LM14]. boxes [SM05]. Bozeman [Ano94f]. BPR [De97]. Braa [Gra01]. Brabantia [dV94]. Bradbury [Mor91, Sco89]. Brand [Why05, MGD11, WF10]. Brazil
Brazilian

Breadth

Breadth-of-impact

Break

Break-even

Breakthrough

Breakthroughs

Break-even

Breakthrough

Breadth

Brockhoff

Buckingham

Budapest

Buddy

Buddy-finding

Budget

Bueno

Build

Buildings

Burroughs

Business

Business-level

Business-planning

Business-to-business

Businesses

Business-level

Business-planning

Business-to-business

Businesses

Calendar

Cacao

CAD

cadre

caird

calculation

Calendar

Cacao

CAD
Ano90h, Ano90i, Ano91e, Ano95b, Ano95c, Ano95d, Ano95e, Ano95f, Ano95g, Ano95h, Ano95i, Ano95j, Ano96b, Ano96c, Ano96d, Ano96e, Ano96f, Ano96g, Ano96h, Ano96i, Ano96j, Ano97c, Ano97d, Ano97e, Ano97f, Ano97g, Ano97h, Ano97i, Ano97j, Ano97k, Ano98m.

Calibration [Sna90d]. Call [Ano84a, Ano12b, Ano85e, Lin13c]. Cambridge [Cre04, Dut07, Hay88g, Hay01a, Hay01c, Hol93, Kap01, Nuv07, RL06, Ros90, Sod08, Ano94b, Lid90, Seg86, Sod08]. came [Lin11c]. Campania [Cre04, Dut07, Hay88g, Hay01a, Hay01c, Hol93, Kap01, Nuv07, RL06, Ros90, Sod08, Ano94b, Lid90, Seg86, Sod08].
Gru93, Hal97b, Har96, HS02, Hay88a, Hob92, Ken13, KJ97, KL87, LO10, LVHR10, Lov85, Mac86b, MCD06, May86, MC00, Mon06, Mow89, Oak97, Pur91, RAC84, Sci83, Sur92, SM12b, Tho88c, Tre98, Wal85, WD06, Whe86, Whi89a, Whi90a, Whi90b, Whi90c, Woo85, Zeg87, Mer01, Tra00, Bes94b, Dod88, Eva92, Hay87d, Hay92a, Hay93d, Hay93a, Hob97, Per93, Rot93, Sha95, Tho12, Whe88.

Changes [NWGB09, Fra02a, KHL15, MTB01, dVV16, Obe86]. Changing [CBK03, AB99, BF04, BFM86, BFM88, For99, Rot93, Sha95, Tho12, Whe88].

channel [CSL06]. Channels [Har97b, Har97a].

Chantal [Ano93a].

Chapman [Col97, Gar96, Hay93d, Hay93a, Hob97, Per93].

Characterisation [MdC´A06]. Characteristics [Lütt04, NPV05, Rob84, AF08, BG10, Cha08, CBjJL12, Col81, DB05, JLL10, LLS00, LQ09, NPG14, PV01, PG11, RAC84, SCY17, SM12b, WSP13]. characteristics-cases [SM12b].

characterized [TTC06].

charged [LC07].

Charles [Dib01, Hay89a].

Charlie [Dre06].

charts [FGS07].

Chase [Bes94a].

chasm [PS14].

Chee [Arr04, Ano93e].

Cheltenham [Arc03, Aug09, Ban04, BH03, CF07, De 04, Di00, Di01, Di02a, Di04, De06, Gra04, Her04, Lae03, Lal00, Mer04, Pap02a, Par07, Que06, Sap05, WYa07, Fra01b].

chemical [NB09].

chemistry [MFH03].

Chen [CF07, Saa98].

Chicago [Min96].

Chichester [Del97, Fra99, Gi97, Gri98, Hay85d, Hay85b, Hay86d, Her92c, Joh92g, Mil85, Mor91, Per95, Pov97, Pre01, Sco89, Ver91b].

Chien [CF07].

Chien-Hsun [CF07].

Children [TDA05].

Chilton [Joh92a].

China [Col08, YGW08, BC01, Boh18, CS04, CS05, CS00, CQ03, CR06, Fan06, GC10b, G11, HFW16, JWS92a, JWS92b, JvZ08, KL08b, LY96, LT16, LJ01, ND15a, RH14, SD10, WWY15, WCW+14, WZN+C5, WSN+18, WW14, Xie04, YC05, YHeHW17, YGW06, Z101, Zho92a, Zho92b, CF07, Arr04, Wan04].

Chinese [CL98, CS00, CF01b, CVC11, CC14, GM03, HW18, Hit03, Jol08, KS10a, LW97, RY14, Thu18, YNS18].

Chintay [Ano94a].

Chiu [Ano94a].

Chuang-Wen [Ano94a].

Chuang [Ano94a].

Chu [OH04].

Ciborria [Gra01].

CIIPM [IW06].

CIM [Gup96].

Cisco [Li09].

citation [SKTM08].

cities [Tsa05b].

City [SSS17, SI98].

claims [SAWT06].

Clarendon [Tan08]

clarification [RSP10].

Clarifying [YK08].

Clark [Wil90].

Clarke [Mer94b].

class [Lin85].

class [Tom90, VM92].

Clas [DI02a].

Classification [LOCSBGMH16, Par00].

classifying [Mou15, Mou17].

classroom [LB02].

Claudia [Con90, Con91].

Claudio [Gra01].

client [FWF02].

client-supplier [FWF02].

clients [RS03].

Cliffs [Dod87b].

climate [Ken13, Moh95, WHP85].

clinical [BN88].

Clipping [Fra01c].

clockspeed [DM11].

closed [HT12, KM06b].

closed-loop [KM06b].

closer [NHV05].

cloth [Gar87, Hay97c].

clothback [Ric95].

cluster [Ano12a, CY12, LS07, LTH06, SeSN14, TKSM08].

clustering [SY05].

Clusters [Giu09, AM10, BCM12, Car04, Car05, CC06, Day02, GG11, HLH12, KTS10, L195].

CNC [VX97].

CO
Co-evolution [Hob87, Gee06, Hay84, Hay92d, Hay97b, LB06, Men11, WH04b, Wya07, BGR91, CA01, Cul00, Goe10, Hag90, LP06, TWGB02b]. Co-evolutionary [Gee06]. Co-locating [LB06]. Co-operation [Men11, Hag90, LP06]. co-operations [BGR91]. co-operative [Cul00]. co-opetitive [CA01]. co-patent [Goe10]. Co. [BN88]. coal [Sur92]. coastal [DM08]. coat [HPT10]. Cockburn [Sha95]. cocoa [Ano94t, Ano94j, IAA94b, IAA94a]. code [MSR10]. codification [AGS01]. Coevolution [Nuv07]. cognition [Car99a]. Cognitive [CS06, FB91, FB93, Fox95, Car04, CNS06, KFEC15, Lin85, RG10]. Cohabitation [Bul85]. cohesion [MMM05]. cohesiveness [Hua99]. Coimbra [MCD06]. coincidence [FR15]. colaboración [Ano94i]. Cold [Mer94b]. Colin [Del97, Gri98]. Collaboration [dMD05, ADDS09, AA92b, AA92a, Ano94u, Ano94g, Ano94i, BK15, Bje10, BHS05, BJ05, EH14, FORA17, KGK07, ML08a, MZL15, Nar04, NI05, Old97, RV17, TS13, Tit94a, Tit94b]. collaborations [BH15, DJ05, HBO14, KP12, Pet11]. Collaborative [DDG98, FH87, MOM08, PWA11, AD09, BMW14, BLL95, CMA07, GLYP13, Hob88, Joh88, KKG07, Liy95, NS07, SBF15, SVV15, vRGJ+12]. collective [LBG14]. Collectively [Ove15]. collectives [LBG14]. College [Dre04, Hay86c, Lec04]. Collier [Hay84]. Collins [Mur91]. Colombo [Col89]. colour [Xic04]. combinations [TA10]. combined [Cha08]. combining [LB06]. combustion [WTAW97, Sch94]. come [SBF15]. comedy [McM96a]. Comment [Lin10a, Tho88a, dB10, vH10, HH89, McM94b, Sue87]. commentary [vK11]. Comments [Ho09]. Commerce [Kue07, KLI01, KY06, LL02, LLEB05, MB04, WPF06b]. commercial [Ali86, Ano94a, Cai94, Mow90, Oye01, TDC11, Whi89a, Whi90a, Whi90b, Whi90c, Won07]. Commercialisation [Mac97a, CFC12, HY04, KL08b, Pa06, Pil04, Sik97a, Sik97b]. Commercialization [KJO3, WWH15, Ano94-30, cLhWCH12, Pow10, RMG06, Ras08, S994, Wal12, Wec15, vRGJ+12]. commercializers [HP09]. Commercializing [PG11, Bro85, JFCFMC+12]. Commission [MPCRB*+03]. commitment [Huc85]. common [Bro07, CE89]. communication [ADK08, Ano93f, Bad11, Car05, GL10, LD05, Lec11, Lin10a, LL08b, PB93, RMGDLC08, Sou01, dB10, vdVdM11, vH10, vK11, Ada07]. communications [KZ03]. communities [HLC05, Hu13, MGdG11, MW14, Rei97, TPB12, TAM11, TDA05]. community [Cor87c, CL88, Kas94a, Kas94b, Kod05, Kod07a, MGdG11, Wit85, WF10]. Companies [Bes01a, Fra01a, Fra01b, Mer01, Ano94-29, Bac98, tBL86, Bar92b, BP09a, BP09b, BBHA01, Bul85, DB05, FmvT00, GBM98a, GBM98b, dCHDAALMM07, IO800, KM01, KAV17, KM97, KC07, Lin86, MW82, MM11, Neu12, OM00, OE87, PLC13, Rie89, Rog86, Rue86, Sal03, SW04, SCZ14, Tit94c, Tit94d, VJ12, VP14, VM92, WR95, dBJ02, Lin91].
Companion [Ano91d]. Company [JC01, Kra15, AS199, CF01b, Ern95, Gar05, GC98a, GC98b, GTW02, INO+03, Kod03, Kod07a, MT05, Nob04, PSdLC02, RI04, Ru005, SPO08, Ste14b, YHR08, Lun88, Hay97b, Bes93]. company-based [YHR08]. Comparative [RG10, CJ07, CEH03, CS04, ChLjJL12, Cor87a, Cor87c, DLL06, FR15, IMIY87, JL98, Ket09, Knu00, MKK04, Nwo02, Sub05, iSKB02, TM03, WMGB01, Yas05]. compared [Gru93, HW18, LDB13, Rag93a, Rag93b, TM03]. Comparing [BRCG12, CS05, Ano94f, BP94, SU11, vAdMSL95]. comparison [AC04, Bac98, CL97b, CL97a, GEG12, HG92, Kha98b, Kha98a, Kha99, LS05, LL00, LL93a, LL93b, Lin11f, OG05, PC89, Sou01, Tre98, VJ12, WNM95, XR08, YHDR08]. comparisons [DBL07, IH07]. Compatibility [KR12]. compete [BH03, Hay88a]. Competence [Bas01, DR99, ACV08, Ban03a, CA02, Dib04, FdJ09, Per98, STH06]. competence-oriented [Pet98]. competence-seeking [FdJ09]. competencies [Ban03b, Dred01, LOH91, MRGMBR13, WVG+98, WGV+98]. Competency [KC08, ZL01]. competency-based [ZL01]. Competing [Dod87b, Per96, HW18]. Competition [Kuc06, Sna01, Whe86, CT02, DC00, Knu86, LHY04, MFH16, May86, MPW03, Obe86, Old97, QGV04, RkhR97, Sci83, SS07, Wer03, Gra04]. competitiva [Ano94q]. Competitive [Arr04, LL94a, LL94b, Nuv07, Ano90o, Ano94-33, BS01, Bes03b, Bro94, Bro90, BA99, CW94, GCS01, IDM04, Kar93a, Kar93b, LB03, LH07, NGK08, Sch92, SGF99, TWGB02b, TCT05, WKN03, WAN03, YGM99, ZL01, AD09, Ano94q, Ano94-45, Bes94a, Bes95a]. Competitiveness [SC05, BBDM01, BF99, BS05, Cam93, CR00, CS01a, CB95, D112, Day02, Dib01, EL93, Gob82, KK04, LCT04, Pap95, SL14c, dMvAdMSBP93, Hay89d, Ver90a, Ver91a]. complement [WTN+02]. complementarities [CM04, KA13, LR09]. complementarity [OM88, ZSMB16]. complementary [BR16, CUF13, MW09, SSF12, SM95, vdeJG08]. complementing [KTE04]. complements [CTK04]. completeness [KR12]. completeness-Identifying [KR12]. Complex [CJS00, Kuc06, Sod08, ALCM14, BBC06, Bas01, CC05, CG04a, HR98a, HR98b, KT04, PA06, Rec99, Rep08, RAATM05, Wil14]. Complexities [BLR95]. Complexity [CH04, Jac13, Car98b, ILR+12, Mus09, PLC13, SP03, Tag97, Won05a]. component [Ame95, LY96]. components [KK04, SH95, Web96]. Composite [MOM08]. composition [VP14]. Compound [CEY11]. comprehensive [VM11]. Computer [Mii85, AK00, BF05, BLS85, Cam93, CN05, CHT99, FB91, Kha99, KLL87, Lay93, Mii88, OM00, Pur92, Sch92, Sci83, Tan87, Wan04, dMvAdMSBP93, dHOvdKS16]. computer-aided [Pur92]. computer-integrated [BLS85]. Computerised [Soh97a]. computerization [LT05]. computerized [LW91]. Computers [KKRM05, EM02, RA86]. computing [BC99, FB93, Par03a, Pyk07, RL06]. Concentration [AES95]. concept [Ano94c, AB89, HBvdB09, Hit94, Hit94, KR12, Klu00, Kob97, MGS99, OW00b, PFP06]. concepts
[Ano90o, Ano94-33, CEH03, CWY14, CW94, Hit93, Møl91, PT06].
Conceptual [KW05, Ano93o, BBHA01, Fox86a, HLL93, Lag17, LGY05, LO94, Mal02, OW93a, OW93b, RS03]. conceptualization [NJ04].
Conceptualizing [PD10, vdVMM09]. Concerns [Bha05]. Concorde [Ano91e]. concurrent [Dow93a, Dow93b, HPB03, Kli06, WA04a, Kle13]. concurrentielle [Ano94s]. conditional [Coz06].
Conditions [AW11, BFM86, BFM88, WZNC15]. conducted [Cor87c, Fon05, NS90].
Conference [Ano88a, Ano89b, Ano89c, Ano89d, Ano90b, Ano90c, Ano90d, Ano90e, Ano90f, Ano90g, Ano90h, Ano90i, Ano91e, Ano95b, Ano95k, Ano95c, Ano95d, Ano95e, Ano95f, Ano95g, Ano95h, Ano95i, Ano95j, Ano96b, Ano96k, Ano96c, Ano96d, Ano96e, Ano96f, Ano96g, Ano96h, Ano96i, Ano96j, Ano97c, Ano97d, Ano97e, Ano97f, Ano97g, Ano97h, Ano97i, Ano97j, Ano97k, Ano98m, Ano97m, Coo16, Lop06, Ano90o, Pis89].
Conferences [Ano88g]. configuration [Pri17]. configurations [LM14].
Connectivity-Absorptive [XR08]. consciousness [Sar95]. consequences [Ano94-35, BC12, Fab96, GGS08, HO11, HCL09, Kan94, Km96, NG09].
Conservation [CK04]. considerations [AGM89, Dre97, ETAO98, Ott98b, OB04, TOA01]. considered [GD08, LO96]. considering [Tsa13b]. consultancies [HBvdB09].
Consultant [KI03]. consultant/researcher/innovator/entrepreneur [KI03]. Consultants [Mer94b, Ano94b, Old97]. Consulting [Hol90, dCHDAALMM07, Sna98, VM92]. Consumer [CSL06, wK97, BF04, DAO02, Fox95, GFE95, Haa14, KK07, LA15, Lüt04, OW00a, Tsa13b, WPF06b, WF10, dRP95].
Consumer-to-consumer [WF10]. consumers [Lüt04]. consumption [OTA01]. contact [CH01].
Contacts [BBTW00]. contemporary [Cha88, Ola98a, Ola98b]. Content [Ano95l, Ano94l, Dav93, SW91]. Contents [Ano82a, Ano84b, Ano85b, Ano86a, Ano87a, Ano87b, Ano88b, Ano88c, Ano89e, Ano89f, Ano92b, Ano93c, Ano94e, Ano96l, Ano97n, Ano92b, Ano06a, Ano14c, Ano40c, Ano40q]. context [BKM10, DM11, Lic10, PW99, SM09, SC05, Sou01, TC97, TPB12, WPF06a, dV94]. contexts [HOGGP11, YK08].
Contextual [DTD13]. contingencies [DTD13]. contingency [Dre02, KB09, LD05, Pri17, WLY14]. continued [EN07, Mas86]. continuing [BBTW00, Go86]. Continuous [BBHW93, BCG⁺94, BCG01, Bes02b, IS97, JW06, MC00, Pov97, TS00, WC06b]. contract [Rad99]. Contracting [Cul00, CH01, BHS05, GAS96, HN99]. contractual [BH15, NH99].
Creative [CC05, KLV06, Mal87, Rob84, TWGB02b]. Creativity [Fit00, Bes01b, BD05, Hal96, Hay90a, LD95, MM02, MAU07, NKL02, Ric95, Rob84, TWGB02b, Ved81, Fit00, Sap10]. credit [CS13, Paf04]. CREST [LD95].

Critical [AMV07, CS84, Dib00, PC89, Sch86, SW05, Bes97, Boy14, CD92a, CD92b, CPXC02, DSS05, KMK03, LL98, McA04, Moh95, OPPL16, CA06].

Criticality [Red14], critique [AC09, BM14]. critiques [Ros89c]. CRM [DB09]. CRO [Pia02]. Croft [Tat04]. Cross [Hay85a, Hay86a, Hay88e].

crop [SYK94]. crops [IAA97b, IAA97a, Ree99]. Cross [CM95, LC07, MP09b, CEH03, EH14, Fra03a, GC10b, LLS00, LR09, RGJ13, Sna90d, AAT14].

Cross-border [CM95]. Cross-cultural [MP09b, CEH03, Fra03a, LLS00].

Cross-Entropy [AAT14]. cross-functional [LR09]. Cross-functionality [LC07], cross-industry [EH14], cross-region [GC10b], cross-sectional [Sna90d]. Crossing [PS14]. crossroad [SL16], crossvergent [FLC17].

crowd [LS16], crowds [MW14]. Crowdsourcing [LS16, NPG17]. CSR [RM14]. CTV [Nie04]. Cultural [CL98, Sap10, CEH03, FLC17, Fra03a, HBO14, LLS00, MP09b, RGJ13].

culturally [Mil02]. culture [CS01b, Des96, Efr14, Hol94a, Hol94b, IS97, IBL04, LS04, Min96, RW86].

Cultures [Tra00, DQ06]. cumulative [LLR95]. Current [Lin08a, Sun00, Bro89, CvZ05, KH06, Lic11]. curve [NLC98]. curves [AH85].

custodial [FWL06]. Custom [DFD+91]. Custom-made [DFD+91].

Customer [EKMS12, Rea06, TTC06, Fox86a, FM07, MH98, R04, Ruo05, Ski84, SCS06, YK08, Lin90, Lin91]. customer-active [Fox86a].

Customer-capturing [TTC06]. customer-centred [FM07].

Customer-driven [Lin90, Lin91]. customer-nomothetic [Ruo05].

customers [HWC06]. Customization [SSP04, HH02, JMT03, WCZZ14, WZSZ16]. Cyber [Bar14, Boy14, Kec14, KI14, LBA14, RY14, SM14, Ven14, Wil14].

cybermastery [Gra03]. Cyberspace [Hol93]. cycle [Ayr88, AM92a, AM92b, DMP05, EM02, GC93a, GC93b, Kim03, ROG6, TM06, WWM00, WAN03, WA04a, WO93, WV05b, vdBS02]. cycles [AT93, CA14, Hay86c, Pyk00, San95, S91].

Cythia [Sha95]. Cypriot [ETAO98, ETOA00]. Cyprus [Had99].
[Dib02b, Fra03a, Hay90c, Hay91a, Hob03, Mer01, O’H99, Ros90, Szw07]. Davids [CR00]. Davie [Ano93i, Edw04, Sod08]. Davis [Hay88c]. Day [Joh92c, KS00]. De-babelizing [Lin09c]. Dealing [Ott04a]. Dearing [Ada07]. debate [Hit89a, Lic11]. December [Tit90b]. decentralized [Ver91b]. deciphering [WTGB01]. Decision [DO99, Clo91, DLR07, Gim06, HJM08, I97, IEG97a, IEG97b, JGM98b, JGM98a, Kap99, KR12, MSD15, Mal87, ML05, Min06, SI98, SW91, WCW+14, Lan98b]. decision-based [Clo91]. decision-making [IEG97a, MSD15, SI98, SW91, Lan98b]. Decisions [Hü896, BC10, Bea98, BCP11, CLIH05, CFC12, Jar86, LVS10, Mil85, Rus94]. decline [BS01]. decommissioning [Hay92c]. decoupling [MV06]. dedicated [QGBV04]. deeper [FMFMA16]. defence [Gui05, KPK94a]. defensa [Ano94r]. Defense [IMBH98, Vek99, Ano94-36, Ano94r, Ano94-41, CM05, KPK94b, RA17, Ano94-36]. deficit [Tom03]. define [Dre01]. defining [MKGL05, YKW10]. definition [Bar92a, BK89, Ehr95, vDvM89]. degree [dOK12]. del [Mow90]. del [Ano94t]. Delay [Llo07]. Delhi [Ada07, Bas04, Kaz03, Kue07]. delicate [Pap95]. delivery [SWG12, VN18]. delocalisation [AC07]. Demand [Rie89, AO002, BRCG12, CA14, ETM96, Lan03]. demand-side [CA14]. democracies [CU13]. Democracy [Wal85]. Democratic [For85]. demographic [KHL15]. demonstrators [Mou15, Mou17]. demystified [Hob97, Hay93a]. Deniozos [Ano94-34]. Denmark [Møl91, RG10]. Department [Hay86c]. Departmental [Sna90c]. Departure [BiKM95]. dependence [Ban03a, Fab96]. deployment [MH98]. depots [SI98]. depth [CCV11, GKB12, LW10]. deregulation [BO86a, BO86b, CN86, Hü896, Kuh88, Rue86]. Derek [Whi94]. derivados [Ano94t]. derivatives [Fab96]. derived [Ano94t]. description [WHP85, vDvM89]. descriptions [Vos05]. Design [Hay86c, Rkh97, Why05, dV94, AIOA00, Ano16h, AS18, BNS16, BM94a, BM94b, CD92a, CD92b, CS08a, Can16, CC05, CT02, CG04a, CA07, D’14, DQ06, DC00, Dow93a, Dow93b, Fis89, GC99, Hay89d, HR07, HBG12, II92a, II92b, Kuh88, Lag17, LOM14, MTY02, Mac88, Mou15, Mou17, OZ06, Pur92, SY14, SP96, SL14a, SSS17, SCZ14, Sna90a, SL14c, TCT05, Ugh88, WLG05, Why02, Hay86c, Ram86, Why02, Why05]. design-driven [SCZ14]. design-manufacturing [AS18]. Designing [Huc88, II01, Gri98]. desk [SL41b]. Detecting [SKTM08]. determinant [Car98a, RSP10]. Determinants [CG05, EN07, Fu90, LL08a, LL03, PCWG04, SD10, Vit90, WLO05, WPF06a, WPF06c, AL05, BMLL07, BM07, C12, FB91, Gar87, JLL10, MP09b, NB09, Pal06, Sou01, VM11, WPF06b, HCL09, WPF06b]. determine [dOK12]. Determining [CYJ07, Ho09, Lin10b, PS04]. Deutscher [Hay96a]. Devanna [Mur91]. develop [Guy95]. Developed [Lop06, CWAB09, Had99, Hos03, LH14, VGQK+10]. developers [BBTW00, BBTW00]. Developing [BBDM01, DO03, IDMD04, IA+02, Lop06, MG98c, MR00, SPP98, Tom90,
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Ghana [EF11]. Ghoshal [Hay93d, Per97b, Ver90b]. Giantommaso [Mug89]. Giaoutzi [Hay90c]. Gibb [Rot87a]. gift [Ano97b]. Gigabit [CCY05]. Gillian [Hal97a]. Gilly [New04]. Gina [Bes01a]. Giovanni [Hay85b]. GIS [Lan09]. give [KHL15, MCH00]. Global [LL98, Lin07b, Par06, WH13, WZGBA01, Arc03, Bar89b, Bar90a, Bes94c, CS01a, CvZ05, Day02, Hay01a, Hu13, IMBH98, Joh92a, KK04, Kum05, McM94a, NW03b, SS07, SC05, Ver90a, Ver91a, WNLY06, ZDWG14, Min94].

Globalisation [YC05, AK00, Nar04]. Globalised [Pap06]. globalising [Pap04]. globalism [Mon01, Sz´a01]. globalization [Gui11, RK04, Dut07]. globally [GBL03]. gloCal [CvZ05]. goal [Ano94-38, BCH94]. goals [MT08]. Godet [Rot88]. godfather [Smi07].

Globalization [YC05, AK00, Nar04]. Globalised [Pap06]. globalising [Pap04]. globalism [Mon01, Sz´a01]. globalization [Gui11, RK04, Dut07]. globally [GBL03]. gloCal [CvZ05]. goal [Ano94-38, BCH94]. goals [MT08].

Globalisation [YC05, AK00, Nar04]. Globalised [Pap06]. globalising [Pap04]. globalism [Mon01, Sz´a01]. globalization [Gui11, RK04, Dut07]. globally [GBL03]. gloCal [CvZ05]. goal [Ano94-38, BCH94]. goals [MT08]. Godet [Rot88]. godfather [Smi07].

Globalisation [YC05, AK00, Nar04]. Globalised [Pap06]. globalising [Pap04]. globalism [Mon01, Sz´a01]. globalization [Gui11, RK04, Dut07]. globally [GBL03]. gloCal [CvZ05]. goal [Ano94-38, BCH94]. goals [MT08]. Godet [Rot88]. godfather [Smi07].

Globalisation [YC05, AK00, Nar04]. Globalised [Pap06]. globalising [Pap04]. globalism [Mon01, Sz´a01]. globalization [Gui11, RK04, Dut07]. globally [GBL03]. gloCal [CvZ05]. goal [Ano94-38, BCH94]. goals [MT08]. Godet [Rot88]. godfather [Smi07].

Globalisation [YC05, AK00, Nar04]. Globalised [Pap06]. globalising [Pap04]. globalism [Mon01, Sz´a01]. globalization [Gui11, RK04, Dut07]. globally [GBL03]. gloCal [CvZ05]. goal [Ano94-38, BCH94]. goals [MT08]. Godet [Rot88]. godfather [Smi07].

Globalisation [YC05, AK00, Nar04]. Globalised [Pap06]. globalising [Pap04]. globalism [Mon01, Sz´a01]. globalization [Gui11, RK04, Dut07]. globally [GBL03]. gloCal [CvZ05]. goal [Ano94-38, BCH94]. goals [MT08]. Godet [Rot88]. godfather [Smi07].

Globalisation [YC05, AK00, Nar04]. Globalised [Pap06]. globalising [Pap04]. globalism [Mon01, Sz´a01]. globalization [Gui11, RK04, Dut07]. globally [GBL03]. gloCal [CvZ05]. goal [Ano94-38, BCH94]. goals [MT08]. Godet [Rot88]. godfather [Smi07].

Globalisation [YC05, AK00, Nar04]. Globalised [Pap06]. globalising [Pap04]. globalism [Mon01, Sz´a01]. globalization [Gui11, RK04, Dut07]. globally [GBL03]. gloCal [CvZ05]. goal [Ano94-38, BCH94]. goals [MT08]. Godet [Rot88]. godfather [Smi07].

Globalisation [YC05, AK00, Nar04]. Globalised [Pap06]. globalising [Pap04]. globalism [Mon01, Sz´a01]. globalization [Gui11, RK04, Dut07]. globally [GBL03]. gloCal [CvZ05]. goal [Ano94-38, BCH94]. goals [MT08]. Godet [Rot88]. godfather [Smi07].

Globalisation [YC05, AK00, Nar04]. Globalised [Pap06]. globalising [Pap04]. globalism [Mon01, Sz´a01]. globalization [Gui11, RK04, Dut07]. globally [GBL03]. gloCal [CvZ05]. goal [Ano94-38, BCH94]. goals [MT08]. Godet [Rot88]. godfather [Smi07].

Globalisation [YC05, AK00, Nar04]. Globalised [Pap06]. globalising [Pap04]. globalism [Mon01, Sz´a01]. globalization [Gui11, RK04, Dut07]. globally [GBL03]. gloCal [CvZ05]. goal [Ano94-38, BCH94]. goals [MT08]. Godet [Rot88]. godfather [Smi07].

Globalisation [YC05, AK00, Nar04]. Globalised [Pap06]. globalising [Pap04]. globalism [Mon01, Sz´a01]. globalization [Gui11, RK04, Dut07]. globally [GBL03]. gloCal [CvZ05]. goal [Ano94-38, BCH94]. goals [MT08]. Godet [Rot88]. godfather [Smi07].

Globalisation [YC05, AK00, Nar04]. Globalised [Pap06]. globalising [Pap04]. globalism [Mon01, Sz´a01]. globalization [Gui11, RK04, Dut07]. globally [GBL03]. gloCal [CvZ05]. goal [Ano94-38, BCH94]. goals [MT08]. Godet [Rot88]. godfather [Smi07].

Globalisation [YC05, AK00, Nar04]. Globalised [Pap06]. globalising [Pap04]. globalism [Mon01, Sz´a01]. globalization [Gui11, RK04, Dut07]. globally [GBL03]. gloCal [CvZ05]. goal [Ano94-38, BCH94]. goals [MT08]. Godet [Rot88]. godfather [Smi07].

Globalisation [YC05, AK00, Nar04]. Globalised [Pap06]. globalising [Pap04]. globalism [Mon01, Sz´a01]. globalization [Gui11, RK04, Dut07]. globally [GBL03]. gloCal [CvZ05]. goal [Ano94-38, BCH94]. goals [MT08]. Godet [Rot88]. godfather [Smi07].

Globalisation [YC05, AK00, Nar04]. Globalised [Pap06]. globalising [Pap04]. globalism [Mon01, Sz´a01]. globalization [Gui11, RK04, Dut07]. globally [GBL03]. gloCal [CvZ05]. goal [Ano94-38, BCH94]. goals [MT08]. Godet [Rot88]. godfather [Smi07].

Globalisation [YC05, AK00, Nar04]. Globalised [Pap06]. globalising [Pap04]. globalism [Mon01, Sz´a01]. globalization [Gui11, RK04, Dut07]. globally [GBL03]. gloCal [CvZ05]. goal [Ano94-38, BCH94]. goals [MT08]. Godet [Rot88]. godfather [Smi07].

Globalisation [YC05, AK00, Nar04]. Globalised [Pap06]. globalising [Pap04]. globalism [Mon01, Sz´a01]. globalization [Gui11, RK04, Dut07]. globally [GBL03]. gloCal [CvZ05]. goal [Ano94-38, BCH94]. goals [MT08]. Godet [Rot88]. godfather [Smi07].

Globalisation [YC05, AK00, Nar04]. Globalised [Pap06]. globalising [Pap04]. globalism [Mon01, Sz´a01]. globalization [Gui11, RK04, Dut07]. globally [GBL03]. gloCal [CvZ05]. goal [Ano94-38, BCH94]. goals [MT08]. Godet [Rot88]. godfather [Smi07].
High-technology
[CRKA98, Dod87a, Jar86, Rog86, SFC14, Töd94a, WAN03, WKN04b, Yas05].
high-value-added [Rya96]. high-velocity [VK03]. Higher [Car98a, LJ01].
highest [Ver01]. Hilary [Hay87a, Hay87b, Hay87c]. Hill [Mer02]. Hills
[Rus94, Szw07]. Hilpert [Pap06]. Hiroko [Hob87]. Historical
[Hit02, Hit03, CYJ07, Hit93, Hoe99, SL98b]. historically [Ver01].
history [Ano91d, Ano91c, Ano94c, Hay97b, Hit94]. Hitomi [Ano94c].
Hobday [Edw04, Hay97a, Sod08]. Hochstrasser [Hoc89]. Hodge
[Ano91d].

holes [HHV05]. Holistic [AKKS12, DG14, MNW14]. Holography [Bro89].
holonic [SV01]. Holt [Bes88, Hay85b, Hay85c, Hay88d]. home
[FB93, GC99, Sha95]. Honda [Joh92f]. Hong
[Kim87, Che94, CC14, CTC02, PCWG04, SW05]. Honoring [New13].

Hilary [Hay87a, Hay87b, Hay87c]. Hill [Mer02]. Hills
[Rus94, Szw07]. Holistic [AKKS12, DG14, MNW14]. Holography [Bro89].
holonic [SV01]. Holt [Bes88, Hay85b, Hay85c, Hay88d]. home
[FB93, GC99, Sha95]. Honda [Joh92f]. Hong
[Kim87, Che94, CC14, CTC02, PCWG04, SW05]. Honoring [New13].
[Ano94-31]. Imitation [RL06]. immediate [KM11]. imogolite [Coo90].

Impact [Bam94, Lin11f, SAY09, SY14, VLIC12, dVV16, ASI99, AKBA07, AC08, AKKS12, AHP16, BGA09, BC10, BS05, Boa08, BC92, dABKS14, CMA07, CLW10, Der14, Efr14, FOW97, HBM14, HS14, dCHDAALMM07, HC10, HC13, IJR+12, Ka06, Kas94a, Kas94b, KZ03, Lay93, LHKL91, LQ09, Lin09e, Lin13a, Lin16, MFH16, MG08, NT16, OSG04, OTA01, Pet11, PG11, SGB12, SH10a, SJ16, SL14b, SD04, UOI00, WZGBA01, YWC09, dVdWNF+10, Lin12a, Rot87a]. impacting [KC07]. Impacts [Rue86, WA04b, GC10a, KKP17, SVV15, TPH15]. impede [CH01]. Impediments [DSS05, ZS04a]. Imperative [Ree99]. Imperatives [Dre04]. Imperial [Dre04, Lae04]. implantable [JFCFMC+12]. Implanting [OE87].

implement [CCF11, Kap11, MM11]. Implementation [GC98a, GC98b, Lin02, YGW06, YGW08, BAWK12, BM07, CHT09, CS12, CPXC02, ETA00, ETA02, Eng06, Gup96, HB89, KMK03, KKRMO5, LPS03, Mol97, Mol97b, Mol97a, PC89, Sori97a, SM01, TCT05, VM92, Per96].

Implementations [Ano90o, DB09, Moh95, Sori96]. Implementing [BBC06, BB89, BFK79, CWBG03, Har96, Pra99, FRW06, GH91, Hay88c, Hos03, HK86, LCLC03, Suc87]. Implications [BO86b, DLL06, GH91, Gup00, AOO02, AM92a, AM92b, BE09, Bor01, CS05, FKT95, Fox86b, FB93, FB05, GC96, GG03, GK06, Hyv96, IHS08, Jon96, LL04b, LHY04, LJ01, Mik01, Mil08, M95, Oak03, Oye01, RK04, Seg86, Sen85, SMBP13, SH99, SSP04, WWY15, dBJ03, Zeg87, Cre04]. Import [MKK04]. Import-led [MKK04]. importance [D'T14, Hus10, LL05a, Lun14, MCMA09, NG08, NS07, SM95, Ste89, VLIC12, Lin13d]. important [Ano94n, Caf94, Tre98]. imports [Win87]. Impressively [Lin10c]. imprint [Hay93a]. improve [BF99, CCC+12, NUSL18, SRT18, WHP85]. improved [Ott03b]. improvement [Ano94-41, BBHW93, BCG+04, BCG01, GC98a, GC98b, IS97, JW06, Kli06, LB03, MC00, TS00, WCZ14, WC04, WC06b, RMGBA08, Bes02b, Pov97]. Improving [Gol90, Lin16, OC85, SO02, Ano94-36, KWE05, KPK94a, KPK94b, MKGL05, WAO04, Ano94r]. In-depth [GBK12]. in-house [Rie89]. in-vivo [JFCFMC+12]. inbound [SCK10, SCK11]. Inc. [Fra01c]. Incentives [Ano03q, Kog93]. incl [Arr04, BH03, De04, Lao03, Pre01, Wya00, Wya04]. include [HJM08]. including [Ada07, Ano91d, Ano91c, Bas04, Cre04, Kap03, Lao04, Mor04, Pra10, Wya07]. inclusive [AN16]. increase [Wit85]. increased [LS04, SK92, SYK94]. increasing [Cam93, dMVdMSPB93]. incremental [OPK13, Paf04, Udd06]. incubated [Lun14]. incubating [GG05]. Incubation [MLF16, BH16, BRCG12, CvZ05, LC09, MMM16, Mrk17, PCWV16, SJ16, Swi2a, Swi2b]. Incubator [BN08, Bos12, BRCG12, CvZ05, CL05a, CK12b, FJ12, MM08, SH10a, SC10, vVv09]. incubators [Aab09, AMV07, Ano94-43, BRCG12, GG05, MM08, Mia94, RH10, RD05, SH08, VM12, RAS15]. incumbent [SCM11]. independent [Hit06, LDB13, Vos84]. Index
Index-based [GLYP13]. Indexes [Ano91d]. India [Ada07, Sub05, Bas01, BAR16, Kha98b, Kha98a, KJ03, MD03, NB09, NB11, Pan98, Paw94, Sik91, Sik94, Sik97a, Sik97b, Sik99, Sou83b]. Indian [Ada07, Ban03, Ban03b, Day02, For99, Kha99, Kha97, Kha98d, Kha98c, KS10b, MKK04, Meh01, RM14, Sik96]. indicator [Pil04, Sir91]. indicators [Ban03b, Bar96, BJ05, FNIJV14, HG92, Hob87, MCMA09, Rag93a, Rag93b]. indices [Bar89b]. Indigenisation [KJ97]. Indigenous [I98, Sik96, Tsa05b, WLO09]. indirect [Efr14, GAS96]. individual [EHWW17, OW03, wteoLSDD91, VJ12, Wür17, WWH15]. Indo [Ano94-37, PG94]. Indo-US [Ano94-37, PG94]. Indonesia [IDMD04]. Indonesian [MKK04]. inducement [OW00b]. industry [Ano94q]. Industrial [Ano89t, Ano89u, Ano89v, Ano89w, Ano89x, GP04, LS05, Pap06, Rot92a, Rot92b, Sap05, Sk18, SD95, WWM00, AH84, AH85, AA05, AA92b, AA92a, AGS98, Ano94-31, Arc03, BS01, Bes15, Boa08, Bro95, CHT99, CF01b, Ch91, CC06. Dur86, DNS+03, Fuh05, FH87, GC10a, Gof90, GG11, Hay95, Hea83, HG92, Hit06, HC01, Hsu05, Hun00, Ilo94, KBS01, LBO2, LTH06, LvLB06, MJ92, OS87, Pap95, PV01, Pyk00, Rep08, Sch85, SCH93a, SCH93b, Sen96, dSDD09, Sko87, SD10, TKSM08, VM92, WD06, YW08, Zeg87, dOK12, DBJ02, KAV17, VBA06, Bai84, Hay83, Hay86a]. industrialised [Els95, Sou01]. Industrialization [Sch85]. industrialized [Chi90, CU13, Tre98]. industrialized-industrializing [Tre98]. industrially [Tit90a]. industrious [Ano94s]. Industries [CF07, ALCM14, Bha05, Car99b, CF01b, CPXC02, CTC02, Cur89, Fre86, GBFvdS11, HCK01, HFWW16, HCO6, KL04, Kio87, LD05, LC07, LW97, LCT04, LCT05, MJ94, MZG17, Nav94, NGK08, san95, SCK10, SCK11, TCC01, TSO01, WJK15, Yas05, Hay86d]. Industry [Bje10, LP07, LCWC09, OIOA01, OIN06, WZNG17, Won08, ADDS09, AS08, Ac08, Ahm95, AW11, AF08, ALRSD04, ABGS13, Ano93i, Ano94q, Ano96a, Ano94-35, Ano94-41, Ano94-45, Arc88, A00, Ayr99, AC07, Bad90, tBL86, BS08, BF03, BF05, BBDM01, BWF18, BCH98, BCC+11, BNV05a, BA10, Bou15, BV09, BEH99, BS08, BQ09a, BJ05, BA99, Cam93, CJK98, CR00, CA00, CS01a, CA01, CS02, CA02, CSH94, CHT99, CTH02, CT02, Che94, CM95, CY90, CS10, Co81, Cre04, CN90, CN92, DJ13, Dv93, Day02, DNT98, DM11, DQ06, DR07, DM08, ETA098, ETOA00, EH14, Eri00, Ern95, Fan06, FS84, FC06, For99, Fu98, FL15, HBS02, HBS07, Ham96, HO14, HAA09, HK02, Hay91a, HBO14, Hit02, Hit03, Hit05, Hob90, Hob92]. industry [Hoe85, HP09, HST07, JvZ08, KM06a, Kan94, Kap01, Kas94a, Kas94b, Kee14,
innovation [AHP16, AES95, AP96, ABKL08, Aug06a, Aut94, Bad11, BS01, BBTW00, Ban04, Bar79a, Bar90b, Bar15, BWF18, BM16a, BLA06, BS06, BLN05, BAR16, Bou15, BR16, BV09, BD05, Bro98, BM05, BF06, BHPB06, BWS11, dABKS14, CA11, CHP13, CPSM12, CvdEG13, Can16, CP11, Can06, CR00, CAI00, CS84, CS87, CL12, CS04, CS05, CCC+12, CY12, CH04, CHD18, CL05b, CG11, CS08b, CLW10, CK12a, CS12, Chi05, CP07, Chn01, Chn02, CMK13, Coi81, CO04, Con90, Con91, DVdCAS16, DQ06, DG14, Dib01, DVM16, Dvd78b, DS13, DM03, DLR07, Dur86, EDM05, Efr14, Eg15, El81, EW09, EH14, EHH17, EF11, EIM01, Fan06, FHBD16, Fed94, FB06, Fis89, FF00, Fox86b, FJ76a, FJ76b, FF92, FB05, Fre99, Fre05, FdJ90].

innovation [Gal06b, GMLMV07, GST08, Ger04, GCH96, GK91, GA07, Gra82, GKB12, GL10, GM00, GC10b, Gu05, Haa14, Had99, HBS02, HBS07, HBM14, HR98a, HR98b, HS04, Hay81, Hay83, Hay85a, Hay85c, Hay86c, Hay86d, Hay86e, Hay87c, Hay88c, Hay88d, Hay96a, HN08, HR07, HW18, HOGGP11, HBG12, HPBP98, Hol85, Hol87, Hol88a, Hol88b, Hol90, HWF16, Hsa05, Hui13, HMM15, HST07, HC10, HLL12, Hmb96, HCT11, Hui11, Hui17, HAH84, HHA84, HJC13, HLO14, Hvy06, IS97, JLL10, Jol99, JC01, KBSW08, KP12, Kap99, Kap11, KZH18, KO08, KT02, Kib03, KLO08a, KA13, KHL15, KMF09, KS14, KH06, KB09, KBS01, Kos99, KMD11, KL05, KPK94a, KPK94b, KSI0b, LS05, LD02, Lar09, LOH19, LO94, dLP06, LSB07, LB28, hLF08, L10c, Lic11, LHI13, LWC+12].

innovation [Lin10a, Lin06b, Lin09c, Lin09e, Lin10c, Lin12d, Lin17a, LW97, LLB96, Liy95, LL05b, LC82, LMPV09, LR09, Mac97b, MJ94, MTB01, MAS13, MLG12, MdVB16, MCD06, Mar03, MRGT11, Mas86, MKGL05, MC092, Meh01, Men11, MK87, Mfn01, MRC14, MI07, Mon06, MMM05, Mor91, MM11, Mud95, MP09b, NG09, NS05, NHV05, NT16, OGS06, OC91, ON88, OKP13, OBL14, OBv89, OWC03, OW00a, OW00b, Ott04a, Pal03a, Pal93b, Pâ04, PÂ11, Pap02a, Par05, PG09, Pen08, POGB06, Per04, Phi99, Poy97, Pra99, PS01, PS04, Puy06, QWM92, RVW17, RM09, RV17, RRS11a, RSP10, RS14, RMGBA08, Ric85, RHL09, ROM15, RA17, RDS17, RD05, RG85, Rot87a, Rot91, Rot92a, Rot92b, Rot93, Rkh97, RH14, Rya90, RK04, SAW06, SRHL12, SFS12, SGB12].

innovation [SN12, SVAG07, SM12a, Sch02, SPFG12, SCFD18, Sen96, SCY17, Sgo95, Sha86, SF05, dSSD09, So14, Sk14, SS16, Sm07, SY17, SV15, SJ16, SC05, SL16, Sou83a, Sou01, SVV15, SCK10, SCK11, SK11, Sta98, SGF02, SD10, Sun96, SD95, Swi92a, Swi92b, SF98, TW02, Tan87, Tan03, Tan04, TAS07, TH02, TM06, Tep00, TPV16, TM03, Tho12, TPH15, TLT09, TEA00, Töl15, TS05, UEVE+14, Uzu01, Vav06, Vek99, Vel15, VTRM12, VSC16, VOTH05, VX97, Vos84, VH06, WOL05, WWY15, Wan04, WC6a,
hWyLbC08, WCT10, WZSZ16, WG0B01, WH04a, WHP85, Why02, Wil83, Wit85, Won04, Won05a, WJK15, WLG05, WW14, XHM+16, YNS18, YK08, YWC09, YHcHW17, YW08, YT09, YH11, ZY10, Za81, ZXT10, ZWD09, dMD05, dVdWNF+10, dV16, dBJ03, dB10]. innovation [IS06, vdVdJVdR09, vdVdM11, vH10, vK11, Ano90o, Ano03q, AM97, BE09, BCC+11, Gof07, Dib00, Her04, Pre01, Why05, Ano81b, Bes96, Bes02a, De 04, Hay85d, Hay85b, Hay95, Joh92g, Lao33, Ram83, Bes88, Cre04, Giu09, Hay66, Hay90b, Hay19a, Lae04, Wil90]. innovation-exploring [SRHL12]. innovation-focused [TS05]. innovation-oriented [KLH05, WH04a]. innovation-related [RHL09]. Innovational [BLQS00a]. innovations [Ada07, Hja09, Ver05, AH85, AO10, BBC06, Bie01, BAWK12, CWY14, Coz06, DJ13, DAR07, EM85, FGS07, GC10b, HV96, HESPSL11, HW97, HM11, HKJ07, LV09, OCA09, Pal06, Pyk07, RM14, Sap92, Sik99, Smi07, Sub05, Ud06, WKN03, Won06, Hay84]. innovationsprozesses [Ano94-41]. Innovative [BDW06, Die00, Fra00a, GM03, Hea83, SK92, SYK94, Ano01a, Ano94n, Ano16b, Bar95, BNS16, Cai94, CKT04, CCH+07, CCV11, CBK03, FLC17, GC99, Hay91a, HH08, JK03, Kaa09, KH02, KC07, LS04, LT10, MRGBT11, Mas86, MOWGB02, MZL15, Miy00, MG08, MPCR+03, MCT06, NQ05, PLC13, PC05, QGBV04, RPL10, SRT18, SPO08, SY05, SCS06, TWGB02a, TM03, WLIH10, WMB01, WNB03, YH09, wK97]. Innovativeness [Bar97, SVAG07, WPF06a, WPF06b, WPF06c, AKBA07, FB93, GFE95, LA15, Mud90, PF98, RB09, RPL10, Tan98c, ZLH17]. Innovator [CMtW10, Ano94n, Cai94, KI03]. innovators [BG10, CR81, Hay90a, HOGGP11, Ric95]. input [Ano94p, DB97a, Han94, PR97]. input-output [Ano94p, Han94]. inputs [DB97b, LW97, TAC96]. inquiries [Min94]. insertion [SC05]. insight [Cho96, SL14a]. insight-value-perception [SL14a]. insights [Gi09, Mol97b, Mol97a, Ban03a, CS01b, CS01a, LP06, BV09]. insightu [EKMS12]. inspired [Fis89]. inspiring [RL06]. Institute [Ano81b, Hay89a, Pot93, Ros89b, Why05, Hsu05, BH16]. institutes [Hay97a, LO96, MR05]. Institution [Ano07l, Bes02d]. Institutional [Hew99, WK03, Won08, AW12, Bar15, BK89, Bje10, FLC17, HB89, LD05, OW00b, Sap89, Tho88b, WMGB01, WKOW03, WWH15]. institutionalisation [Cor05]. Institutionalization [YLB06]. institutionally [Mrk17]. institutions [BBTW00, Cur89, Gup00, KJ03, LJJ01, YHcHW17, Nuv07]. Instructor [Pre01]. instrument [CS12, JBGGM11]. instrumentation [K103]. Instruments [Bro92, BMW14, Mac97b, Ras08]. insurance [Kee14, UOIA00]. insured [Sap92]. Intangible [KMID11, Car01, FMV00]. integral [Sto03]. integrate [FB06]. Integrated [WW14, BS06, BLS85, BB89, DR99, ETA02, HY04, KKKR05, Lay93, LYG05, SG095, VM11, WC06b]. Integrating [Bes94c, Hay98, IS97, IEG97a, IEG97b, JGM98b, JGM98a, Gol90, MH98, RMGBA08, SP96, TEA00]. Integration [BV09, GL03, AH85, AAN06, ARS17, EKMS12, GST08, GDWNP03,
HY99, LB06, LT10, Whi89a, Whi90a, Whi90b, Whi90c, Edw04, Hay92b.

**Integrated** [Mud90, Tan98b, Tan98a]. **Intellectual** [CPSM12, DVdCAS16, Han06, Hob03, Sar08, YHDR08, Ano94-30, ALCM14, Bad08, Bor01, Bou15, Dib02b, LPXO14, LH11, MFMH16, SLJ13, SH10b, SS94, Tan16, Wes93a, Wes93b, WJK15, YC05, BE09, Aug06a, Coo97].

**Intelligence** [Cha94, IDMD04, Par03a]. **Intelligent** [Cha08, Car98c, Tan87].

**Intensity** [GGS08, LWP14, WSN18, WTN02, WA03, SS94]. **Intensive** [dCLSNL08, NGK08, PA15, SSF12].

**Intention** [KFEC15, PD10]. **Inter** [BGR91, HS91, KGK07, AGS98, Arb08, Fig02, Hag90, HESPSL11, KP12, KKG07, LV09]. **Inter-firm** [BGR91, HS91, AGS98, Arb89, Fig02, Hag90, HESPSL11, KP12, KKG07].

**Inter-firms** [KGK07]. **Inter-industry** [Arc88, LV09]. **Interaction** [AC07, Dea81, KA13, Nar89, OW00b, Sae05, Ved97, WKOW03].

**Interactions** [GKB12, LM94a, LM94b, MCD06, SC10, TLK09, TKT13, WA03, WF10]. **Interactive** [HH08, SCH93a, SCH93b, TCHS95]. **Interacts** [AC07, SB02].

**Intercompany** [Hol90]. **Interconnected** [Will14]. **Interdependencies** [AAT14]. **Interdisciplinary** [AKKS12, ARS17]. **Interest** [Cap99, WW04].

**Interests** [ADO9, KLO8a, SSS17]. **Interface** [CL05b, Hyv06, Ano93f, AS18, ET98, KS10a, LM94a, LM94b, PB93].

**Interference** [LXODT15]. **Interfirm** [KTSM10]. **Interfunctional** [GST08].

**Interim** [LD95]. **Interindustry** [Ano94p, Han94]. **Intermediaries** [GKB12]. **Intermediate** [Joh98].

**Internal** [CL05b, Hyv06, Ano93f, AS18, ET98, KS10a, LM94a, LM94b, PB93]. **Internalization** [GBL03].

**International** [Ano07k, AC04, BB95, Bes94a, Bes94b, Bes95c, Bes97, Coo97, Dib00, Hay88g, Hay97a, HG92, LY96, Lop06, Mer94a, ND15a, PSU97, Per96, Per97b, Rad90, Red90, Ano90o, Ano93m, Cre04, Fra03a, Ger04, Gol82, Gun97a, Gun97b, Hay97a, HW97, JV06, KL04, LL93a, LL93b, LL04b, Nar89, NH99, Saa98, Sér96, TNSG96, Ten93, TI02, TA10, Ven96, Vit90, ZR93a, ZR93b, Ano87g, Ano87h, Lal00].

**Internationalisation** [RAG11].

**Internationalization** [Pra10, KBSW08, SPKK08]. **Internationalizing** [Wya07].

**Internet** [Bul97, KAV17, Lop06, Per06, Wya07, CSL06, EN07, GUMZI14, Kaf06, Kin00, KK07, Oye01, Pal00, RGDMLC08, SRDS06, TLO07, WPF06a, Wya04]. **Internet-based** [RGDMLC08]. **Interplay** [VNJ18, BWF18, Ott98b].

**Interpretation** [Rie85, SB91]. **Interregional** [Ano93]. **Intense** [Iri97].

**Intersectoral** [CS05]. **Intervenes** [MTB01]. **Intervention** [CS13, Grun93, LvLB06, PW99]. **Intra** [Mal02, LT16]. **Intra-country** [LT16].

**Intra-firm** [Mal02]. **Intranet** [Fun06, Ott03a]. **Intranets** [Car98c].

**Intrapreneurs** [MAU07]. **Intrinsic** [Ish89a, Ish89b, KR12].

**Introducing** [Soh99, BLQS00a]. **Introduction** [BWF18, Ber98, Cam98, CY12, CMH14, GH15, OBL14, She09, Whi89a, Ano94-34, BFM86, Den94, DR07, ETA098, Hit89a, LBA14, VSC16, SL14c, Joh92d]. **Introductory** [Lin06a]. **Intuitive** [MNW14].

**Invented** [dABKS14]. **Inventing** [LXODT15]. **Invention**
Inventions [RG85, Gar87, Per95, Vos84]. inventive [Gar87, LP07, ML08a, Mas86, PNC15]. inventiveness [Gaz86]. inventor [Rob84, wtc0LSD91]. Inventors [DMNR12, AO10, VJ12]. inventory [Tan98c]. investee [TB84]. Investigating [Box01]. Investigation [Car00, ASGC09, BR16, BF86, Cle91, Dag04, DTD13, GTW02, Har97a, Har97b, KS07, KMK03, LLB89, Plo04, Sha03, WTN98b, WTN98a, WZS16, WH96, IS06]. Investing [JD09, Kim16, MBA05, Ton90]. Investment [Bea98, Gim06, CR06, CLH05, GKB12, IEG97a, IEG97b, Lan98b, Par03b, Pen08, SY17, VLIC12, Wal07, WO08]. investments [Kha87, WL91, vZS14]. Investor [TB84, Wet81]. investors [ES05, Lan98b, Lan98a]. involved [BBTW00, OJ70]. involvement [WPF06a, WPF06c, vdEJG08, Bic91, Boa08, CCL+06, FB91, Hal97a, HK86, PWF07, Suce7, TDA05, WPF06b]. involving [Ahn95, SM12b]. Inward [TCHS95, WLY14]. IPS [Bes94a]. Iran [FAM08, Sar08, TNSG96, ZMPRP14]. Ireland [Hea83, MG98b, MG98a]. Irish [FC06, KM97]. Irreconcilable [Sap92]. irrigation [AO03]. ISBN [Ada07, Ano97b, Arr04, Aug09, Aug06b, Aug06a, Ban04, Bas04, BB95, Bes88, Bes93, Bes94a, Bes94b, Bes94c, Bes94d, Bes95a, Bes95b, Bes95c, Bes96, Bes97, Bes97a, Bes97b, Bes01a, Bes01b, Bes02a, Bes02b, Bes02c, Bes02d, Bes03a, Bon02, Box01, BHO3, Buc91, Bul97, But96, Col97, CF07, Col08, Coo07, Coo97, Coo90, Coo91, Cre04, Dav92, De 04, Del97, Dreo4, Dut07, Edw04, Fit00, For90, For91, Fra02b, Fra02c, Fra02d, Fra02a, Fra03a, Fra03b, Gar94, Gar95, Gar96, Gil96, Gil97, Guo90, Gri98, Hal97a, Har93a, Har93b, Har97c, Hay92c, Hay92d, Hay92e, Hay92f, Hay92g, Hay92h, Hay93a, Hay93b, Hay93c, Hay95, Hay96a, Hay97b, Hay97c, Hay97d, Hay97e, Hay97f, Hay97g, Hay98a, Hay98b, Hay98c, Hay98d, Hay98e, Hay99a, Hay99b]. ISBN-10 [Kra15]. ISBN-13 [Kra15]. ISBN-3-7908-0051-1 [Lim06]. ISBN-0 [Her92a]. ISBN0-304-31817-7 [Her92a]. Ishigai [Hit89a]. ISO [EFV02, MdBV16, MFH03]. ISPIM [Bai18, Ano85d, Ano86c, Ano86f, Ano86g, Ano86h, Ano87f, Ano87g, Ano87h, Ano89y, Ano89z, Ano90m, HCT11]. ISPIM-News [Ano89z, Ano89y]. ISPIM91 [Ano90a]. Israel [Ano90a, Fre86, GM00, Har81, RAS15, Vek99, Won16]. Israeli [CA06, IMBH98, RD05]. Issue [Ano12a, Ano12b, Ano88d, Ano88e, Ano89h, Ano89i, Ano89j, Ano89k, Ano89l, Ano89m, Ano03q, CMH14, GH15, GFE95, HCT11, Jol03, Lin09b, Ram81, She09, SL14c]. Issues [ADNP01, Ano93k, GG93, Kas94a, Kas94b, AB89, BK99, BK00].
Col81, Gup88, HR98a, HR98b, HK02, Hit92b, KMK03, LL02, OS98, PÅ06, PS97a, PS97b, Ven14, Ver90a, Ver91a, Whi90c, KI14. it-Advice [Lin14].

**IT-enabled** [YH09]. IT/IS [IEG97a, IEG97b]. Italian [Ano92c, Arc88, BNV05a, BDNP06, CT92, CA07, CR02, EIMS01, FV91, GPR89, NG97, NPV05, PV00, Rag93a, Rag93b, SCZ14, Tuz05, VOTH05].

Italy [Arc03, ADDS09, Bal10, GP04, NS90, PV01, Sir91]. item [LO10, SSP04]. items [Ano88k, Ano92g]. it(R) [O'H99]. IV [Sna90d, Whi90c]. ivory [HPT10]. iVP [SL14a]. ix [Gil07, Hay97d, Kuc07, La00].
Laboratory [WZNG17, CM04, FLKF+06, RAC84]. Lake [Mer94b]. Lal [Coo07]. Lall [BH03]. landscape [SB02, Tho12, Fra02a]. landuse [SO02]. Lane [Gar95, Gri98, Hay93c, Per95, Pov97]. Langdon [Ram86]. language [Lin90c]. Lanham [Wya04]. large [AO03, ABKL08, Bac98, ED+87, GMLMVJ07, Hus10, Kar86, KC07, Lin86, MS98, MM11, Rie89, SU11, SPO08, VS06, WSN+18]. large-scale [AO03, ABKL08, BC014, DL10, MGdG11, Mas86, SAWT06, WA04a]. lead-user [MGdG11]. lead [BC12, Fra02d, Gra04, Kod05, Kod07a, M005, OR06]. leadership-based [Kod05, Kod07a]. leading [BC014, DL10, MGdG11, Mas86, SAWT06, WA04a]. leads [HWC06]. leakage [FEP15]. leasing [ROMHI15]. Lean [PS00a, AM97, Bes03a, KK04, Oll08, CWBG03]. leap [RCC04, Wan04]. learn [Bes97]. learned [CEH03, Cvz05, CPSS06, KT04, KS04c, RTY01]. Learning [AKL05, ALBO08, Bad08, Cha05, Coo07, Fig02, Fra01a, HO14, Mac05, OOL06, SD04, UR18, Wec15, AKBA07, AGS01, AC08, Ano93p, BB99, CD92a, CD92b, CJ98, Car98a, Car98b, Car98c, Car00, CA01, CA02, CEE03, CP05, CPSS06, CH04, CQ03, CW06, Dag04, DR99, GMLMVJ07, GBL03, GI11, Har97c, IIR+12, Kin02, Lee04, LLL+15, Lev93, lLFL08, MRGMBR13, MD03, M005, Mus09, Pap02a, Pap04, MSS00, RSA05, RPL10, Sen96, SPP98, Ste14b, TI02, WZNC15, WA04b, WLO09, W085, Xie04, HB97, Bon02, Mer02, New04, Ano98k]. learning-by-licensing [WZNC15]. leasing [Aka98b, Aka98a]. leg [MKK04]. Leff [Ano93o, Ano13h]. legacy [HKW+13]. legitimice [HMM14]. legitimate [CP07, Leibfried [Pov97]. Leifer [Bes01a]. Lembke [Gra04]. Leonard [Bes01b, Ros89b]. Leong [Hay97c]. Leonie [Pot93]. Lesley [Hay93b]. less [FC95, Had99, RS03]. lesson [HOGGP11]. Lessons [BLA06, Coo09, Cou91, FRW06, Hay88a, Lin17c, RTY01, Ano93l, Ano94-30, Arn87, BCO14, BP01, CEH03, Cvz05, CPSS06, HB97, Hob99, Ke09, KT04, KS04c, Lin91, NLLC05, PBC93, Rot92a, Rot92b, SS94, VK03, WH04a, Wer03, wK97, BMW14, DBV97, EIMS01, MMT12, Ras08, Sar08, ScSN14, ZMPRP14]. Letter [Lin13c, K14]. leur [Ano94v]. Level [Ano97l, BC10, BH16, BMLL07, CM04, EEHW17, Gar05, Cee06, GW10, HBS07, Kaa09, KJ97, KAV17, LY96, ML08b, MMT12, MMM16, NGK08, SRDS06, SPFG12, SM12b, TDC11, VMW16, WTN+02, YT09, dVdWF10]. levels [LOCSBGM16, SM09]. Lever [Bes12, RI04]. Leveraging [CAI00, Bes03, Car98c, Red14]. Levin [Ano93p]. Levy [Hal97a]. Lexington [For90, For91, Lin90, Lin91]. Li [Col08]. liberalization [For99]. libraries [KS00]. Library [Dib00, Hay93b]. libre [YA11]. licensing [BEH99, CHO98, Fuk09, HMM15, HJSYY12, RR88, WLY14, WZNC15, WWH15]. licensing-patent-portfolios [BEH99]. life [AT93, Ayr88, AM92a, AM92b, BK00, BK01, CA14, EM02, GC93a, GC93b,
Fra02c, Giu09, Hay84, Hay89d, Lim06, LOCSBGMH16, Lop06, Mil85, Par03b, Poy97, Rea06, Rot87a. M&S [Ott98b]. M-SME [LOCSBGMH16]. M. [Ano94-31]. MA [Bes95a, Bes96, Dib02a, For90, For91, Hol93, Lal00, Lin90, Lin91, Que06, Won08, Wya07, Sap01]. Machine [Kra15, Ano93i, Dav93, KM01, KM06a, Par03a, Vit90, VX97]. machinery [tBL86, WA03, WN03, WH04c]. machining [Ano94m, LQ94]. Maciel [Que06]. Mackenzie [Hay90b]. MacMillan [Coo07, Fra00a, Giu09, Hay88, Koc99, Oak97]. macroeconomic [FNJV14]. made [DFD+91]. Madrid [Pic89]. Mainstream [Ros89c]. maintain [Ser13]. maintenance [Oye00, Sna90c, TOA01]. Maitra [Bul97]. major [Kra15, Kum05, Llo07, Sal03, Sap89]. make [HPT10, MH98, NP10, PLC13, Gal06a]. maker [HJM08]. makers [AB99, MT08]. Making [Gri06, HOGGP11, Ric85, GC93a, GC93b, I97, IEG97a, IEG97b, JGM98b, JGM98a, KR12, Lan98b, MSD15, Ri04, SI98, SW91, SL14b, Bro07]. Mal [Bes02b]. Malaysia [HO14, RCC04, SAY09]. Malaysian [Moh95, SS03]. Mail [HST07]. man [FG06, CCY05]. manage [DF98a, DF98b]. manageable [BiK95]. Management [Ano81b, Ano03q, Ano07k, Ano07m, Ano091, Ano11a, Bon02, Chi90, CNPV04, Fra02b, Gup89, Hay88a, Hay88b, Hay88c, Hay89a, Hol99, Hos91, HGL98, IOS00, Kuc06, Lae04, Lim06, Lin11f, Lop06, NW03a, OBv97, PT06, Rus94, Szw07, TM06, Why05, Won07, WO08, YKW10, vW88, AH85, AHAAEA03, AK06, ABLK07, Ano95, ACV08, Ano87g, Ano93k, Ano94-34, Ano94-33, Ano94-43, Ano97b, Ano96a, ARS17, BBDM01, Bar15, BE09, Bes94c, Bes02c, Bes02d, BS99, Boy14, BRH+97, BV09, BD05, BBHA01, BEH99, BG88, dABKS14, BFM86, CPSM12, Car98c, Car99a, CWAB09, CPP09, CCF11, CTC02, CG04a, CA07, CA14, CO04, CW94, CS98, DB09, Den94, DLI06, Dib02a, Ddd88, DO99, DO03, Dre97, Dur86, Eng06, EFV00, FCH01, FF92, Fra03a, FP98, Gal06b]. management [GG93, GG03, Han06, HR98a, HR98b, Hay85d, Hay85c, Hay88d, Hay92d, Hay93a, Hay96a, Hen01, HJM08, Her92b, HB03, Hit85, Hit92b, Hit93, Hob97, IBL04, JH09, JL13, Joh92g, Jol03, JC01, JW06, Kha99, Kod07b, KMK03, KK05, KB06, KS04c, LO94, hLwChLbL04, hL05, Lin06b, Lin09c, Lin10c, Lin11e, Lin12d, LCT04, LCT05, LM94a, LM94b, LL05a, LMPV009, MKGL05, MH05, Mer94b, Mia94, Mik01, Mil02, Min94, MPM09, NW03b, OSG04, Oak03, OOKBD14, OKP13, OC85, OBL14, Ott03b, Oye00, Oye01, PAPG06, POGBG06, PPP98a, PPP98b, PFP06, PS00b, RSA05, Russ09, SAY09, She09, SS04, SS05, Sow97b, SL16, Sto03, ST06, TC97, Tan87, Tho99, Tho12, TAC96, T>In15, Tnv02, Ved81, WLH10, WFW02, WW14, YHDR08, ZS04a, ZS04b, dBJ03, vdVDJVdR09, Ano87h, Ano07]. Management [CMP+06, Dre02, Lop06, Dre06, Fra01b, Bes95b, Bes03a, Hay86a, Hay89a, Hay93d, Her92c, Joh92f, Rot88, Dod87a, Hay92a, Kaz03, Leh07, Mer94a]. management-Insights [BV09]. manager [Bul97, CHD18, Col97, Mal02].
Managerial [GC96, HB03, PA06, Whi89a, Whi90a, Whi90b, Whi90c, dBJ02, Car99a, CS87, FWL06, LOH91, WPFP06c, WSN+18, Hay92b]. Managers [Fox86b, Min95, Ban03b, MPA05, MCMC89, PSDL02, SWW12, SDFN01, Van10, WC85]. Managing [AW11, Bas08, BLNP05, Bro01, BM94a, BM94b, CMH14, CMP+06, DNP01, DFBC98a, DFBC98b, GGS02, HS02, Hay98, Hob97, Hob03, Jon05, Kim03, KV14, KLV06, Loy85, NI05, SM97, Sod08, TA98a, TA98b, VSC16, VSO6, Whi89b, ZI01, ZR93a, ZR93b, Ano93f, Ano12a, Bss94b, CY12, GBM98a, GBM99b, Hay87d, Hay88a, LO10, LT09, Mow89, OM88, PB93, Ugh88, Wat90, Go607, Ano98k, De97, Dib02b, Dod87b, Fra01b, Gil96, Hay88b, Hay88c, Her92a, Pre01, Saa98, Tat04, Ver90b, Ver91b, Joh92c]. mandate [ZDWG14]. manifest [EDM05]. manifold [Bar96]. manna [CA01]. manpower [HRHW16]. Manual [Pre01]. manufactories [Bes15]. manufacture [Ano94a, RGSK94]. manufacturer [KM03, KM06b]. manufacturers [BS97, HH08, MS98]. Manufacturing [Bro98, ETA02, Hit96, MH05, Old97, Par00, Sar95, Sol97b, SGFS99, AA88, AT93, AL05, ALBO08, AGM89, Ano94m, AP08, AS18, BBDM01, BS97, Bea98, Bea05, BLA06, BLS85, BBHW93, BF99, BS05, BBHA01, Bro94, Bro01, Bro07, CD92a, CD92b, CCL+06, CF01b, CPXC02, CT002, DVICAS16, Die00, ETA098, ETOA00, FRW06, Gol87, GANA07, GTW02, Gup88, Gup90, GC96, Hal96, HS02, Hay86d, Hay88c, Hit85, Hit92b, Hit02, Hit93, Hit04, Hit05, HWC06, HO05, IAO+02, IEG97a, IEG97b, Joh92a, JRS06, Ket09, KAV17, KL04, Klo78, Kob97, KH89, KBS01, KKKR05, LB03, LPS03, Lay93, LLEB05, hLwChLbL04, LQ94, LW97, MKK04, MS98, MW06, NG97, NJ04, OG05, OGS06, OGG06, OS98, PC05, PPP98a, PPP98b, Pia02, PSS00, PdW00, PCWG04, RSP10, RR88, RAAT05]. manufacturing [Rot91, Rya96, San95, SNM12, Sgo95, Sha03, Sna98, SM01, Sto03, Sun00, SV01, SH02, SD04, Tag97, Tan95, TS00, Tit94c, Tit94d, Uzu01, VBA06, VM92, WCO06a, WA04a, Hay01b, Bes94a, Hay01b]. manufacturing-based [IAO+02]. map [Fra02a, LWC09, LYP09, MTB01, Pen08]. Mapping [BWS11, CG11, Gre06, Fra03b]. maps [CS96]. marathon [Con90, Con91], marble [AAA02]. March [Ano88h]. marco [Ano94r]. Marconi [Hay97]. Margaret [Bes02a, Why02]. Margetts [Tan08]. marginal [RS03]. marginalised [PW99]. Maria [Hay90c, Que06]. Mariann [Con90, Con91]. Marie [Ano93a]. Marina [Won08]. Maritime [DM08]. Mark [Aug06b, Bes01a, Bro90, Fra03b, Hay95, Won08, Car98a]. Market [Arr04, CK18, Dres04, FdJ09, GC99, Hay98, Hol88a, JFCFMC+12, AKL05, AJLR04, BK04, BCS06, Bes95b, BC92, BV09, BRPF94, BA89, Can16, Car98a, Car00, CA02, CUF13, CK12a, CU13, CK12b, CFC12, Coo90, CN90, CN92, DAO02, GST08, HBvdB09, Hol94a, Hol94b, I01, JLL10, Joh99, Kim16, KB09, Kum05, Lae03, NLLC04, ND15b, NT16, Ott04a, PLC13, Puj06, SRHL12, SVAG97, Sap92, TW02, TWGB02a, Thu18, TS88, VN18, WTA97, Wan89, Wan91, WWM00, WLO09, Wer03, YHcHW17, dHOvdKS16, Col08, Joh92a, Joh92c, Pap02b]. Market-driven
Mrk17, Mud90, NPV05, PG11, SCH93a, SCH93b, VNJ18, WvdVM07, Wür17. moderate [LW10]. moderating [CGLSNLDV15, FDBV10, HC13, IHR+12, Ld05, LW11, OVP13, SVg07, TVM12, WW14]. modern [Ano91d, CC12, Sou83a]. modernising [Rad97]. modernist [Des96].


Nanotechnology [GFK12, MI07, Yeh13, AW12, BBA15, Bat12, Bha05, CLC13, GEG12, IM10, NP10, PWA11], nanotube [HS14]. Naperville [Bai84]. Narasinha [Bas04]. narrative [FP08]. narratives [Hja09]. Narula [Dut07]. NASA [MY02, Sch09, Wes93a, Wes93b, Min96]. nascent [Hu13]. Nathan [Ros90]. National [CG02, ChLjJL12, CR02, Lan09, Nuv07, Par00, Sen96, Sha87, Tuz05, Ver01, vAdMSC94a, BWF18, Chi90, Chnr02, Grnr03, Hnr08, Hoe85, Hos00, Hos03, Lee04, dLP06, MAS13, PSU97, Pap05, RAC84, GSB12, vAdMSC94b, Ano94-28, Col01, Ls07, Sou03b, YLB06]. nationalism [Mon01]. Nations [Hob87, CS02, Coc02, Har93a]. nature [Fab96, LJ01, Mol97b, Mol97a, Rob94, Rot93]. Near [Lin06a]. necessary [BMRG00, Hos03, Fra02c]. need [Ell81, LB06, Lar90, Ott04a, Ski84, Smi07, Hay85b]. needs [FHBDO16, HW97, IMIY87, KHL15, SSS17, TW02, Whe88, Whi90a, Whi90b, Whi90c, Wür17, vWvRN17]. negative [KM11]. negotiation [ZR93a, ZR93b]. negotiations [BA10]. Neil [Wil90]. Neither [dABKS14, Pf99]. Netherlands [Ano97b, KD02, RG01, SL98a, SL98b, WvdVM07, vdVM09, vRGJ+12, Hay87b]. Network [LFFT09, TA09, BN06, CS05, CLT06, DR07, LHY04, MTB01, MCH00, Sér96, SP10, SvG15, Sta98, TTC06, Egb15]. Networked [BD05]. Networking [MSR10, Bol12, CW06, FdJ09, Koc04, PS03, Pyk97, Pyk00, Rot91, VLIC12]. Networks [Giu09, MJ02, Ano94-28, Ano94-29, Ano94w, BF99, CM07, CM+010, Cv025, Ch005, CM96, Die00, DNS+03, FORA17, GD08, Goe10, Hit06, HLL12, KTS10, Ken13, Kie95, LL05b, NS07, PvdMB+06, RD05, RK04, SSF12, SP98a, SP98b, Sha93a, Sha93b, SKTM08, SPP98, TKM08, Töd94b, Töd94a, Vek99, WC06a, ZXT10]. networks-Structural [GD08]. netzwerke [Ano94-29]. neural [CM96, WC06a]. newly [AT93, Ano93l, Ch90, LH14, PBC93, Sou01, dVV16]. newly-built [dVV16]. News [Ano88k, Ano92g, Coo16, Hay89c, Ano85d, Ano86e, Ano86f, Ano86g, Ano86h, Ano87g, Ano87h, Ano90m, Ano89z, Ano89y]. Niagara [BS01]. niche [CT02, RG10]. niches [Boh18]. Niemand [BB95]. Nigeria [AA02, AO02, AO03, AOA00, AA05, ASI99, Aka98a, Aka98b, Ano94i, Ano94j, Ano94-31, DA01, FOL+03, II98, II91, IAA94b, IAA94a, Ilo94, ISO00, IAO+02, INO+03, Nwo97, Nwo02, OTA01, OIA98a, Oia98b, OO02, OIO00, OIN96, OOA04, SI98, SO02, SIO001, Ta98, TOS+00, UOI00, Ilo91]. Nigerian [AA09, Egb15, Oye01]. night [Sch09]. Nijkamp [Hay90c]. nineties [Obe88]. Nintendo [SCM11]. Nirvana [Wall2]. No [Box01, Pot93]. Noel [Fra01a]. Nokia [RG06]. nomothetic [Ru05]. Non [Hit89b, SCC17, ABK08, FAH08, IIA97b, IIA97a, KM06b, Lag17, LL05b, MRGT11, OZ06, SBF15, Sgo95, HOGGP11]. non-academic [LL05b]. non-alcoholic [HIA97b, IIA97a]. non-assembled [Lag17]. non-collaborative [SBF15]. non-engineers [OZ06]. Non-founder [SCC17]. non-linear [MRGT11]. non-manufacturing [Sgo95]. Non-mass [Hit89b]. non-profit [FAH08]. non-technical [ABK08]. nonlinear [Tsa05a]. nor [dABKS14, Pf99]. Norbert [Har93b]. norm [Ano94-44, Ham94]. Normann
Normative [TPFD13]. North [Fra02c, Chu01]. Northampton [Dib01, Dib02a, La00, Que06, Won08, Wya07]. Northeast [Sub05].
Northern [MG98a, MG98b]. Northridge [Bes03a]. Norton [Kra15].
Norway [CK12b, CKM13]. Norwegian [Ano93p, Lev93]. Nostrand [Bul97, Joh92b].
Note [Bai18, Ano82b, Ano84d, Ano04o, Ano04p, BE09, PP02, Ano06m].
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Studying [KK06]. style [FB91, FB93, KFEC15, PWF07, WPF06a]. style/involvement [PWF07, WPF06a]. Styles [Hay90a, Ric95, Fox95, Lin85]. stylized [SB91]. subcontracting [ADNP01, KS10b]. subcontractors [LL98]. Sub [AN16]. Sub-Saharan [AN16]. Subsequent [PG11]. subsidiaries [MG08, Tag97]. Subsidiary [RS14, OWC03, ZDWG14]. subsidies [Klo87, WSF13]. subsidized [SPFG12]. substitutes [CKT04]. substitution [JP99]. Success [CA06, Kak03, Leh07, Ste14a, Ano93m, Ano94n, Cai94, Car98a, CT12, DH06, DSS05, Gal05, GMNL07, GvBR10, GS10, IWC09, dLP06, MT05, MW06, Moh95, MK96, Pa06, RRSS07, Sa03, SM01, SW05, SL14b, Tei93, VOTH05, ZMPRP14]. Successful [Hay89a, GBL03, GCH96, Gup96, KKRM05, MH98, Rob84, RkhR97, RI04, TWGB02a, WC06b, Sha91a]. successfully [Kap11, Hob97]. successively [TWGB02b]. such [Cor87b]. Sufficient [Fra02c]. Suggested [Gui05, DS13]. Sumantra [Hay93d, Per97b, Ver90b]. Summary [Ano82c, Bai84, Lin12d]. Sun [Car98a]. Sung [Kap01]. Sunman [Hay87a, Hay87b, Hay87c]. Supapoul [Ano94-30]. super [RCC04]. supercomputer [NW03a]. supplements [Pre01]. Supplier [CCL+06, AD09, Hel94a, Hel94b, IOK01, Kha97, LM14, LV09, PS00a, UEGE+14, WFW02]. suppliers [CD00, HW18]. Supply [BS05, KK05, Lin17b, SMC14, Bar14, Boy14, BRCG12, CH01, Eng06, Gra03, Kec14, KI14, KH06, KM06b, KK06, LBA14, NJ04, Red14, RY14, Ven14, Wil14, Bes02c, Gra03]. support [AK06, ABLK07, CS02, CHD18, Coc12, CH01, DO09, DO03, FJV96, Gre06, KP12, KT02, Lay93, Lee11, Mac97b, MCH00, MRGMBR13, MMM05, RATF15, Ras08, Rya90, SIK97a, SIK97b, SJ16, Ste14a, Won13]. supported [Tit90a]. Supporting [MG98b, MG98a, AS08, Ano94-33, BM14, CW94, CM96, Joh08, Par05]. Supportive [Ano94-33, CW94]. surrogate [Lun14]. survey [AL05, Cor87b, CL88, DLL06, Han06, Har96, KD02, KBS01, Mal87, NS90, PS00a, SP03, SU11, EMS01]. surveys [AP96, ABKL08, TM03, PG90]. Survival [AF08, SBMP13, ABUS05, Go97, DMW13, OOMW03, SCC17, Ve15, VOTH05, WK03, WKN04b]. sus [Ano94t]. Susan [Hay93c]. Sushil [Kaz03]. Sussex [Gri08, Hal97a, Kuc06, Per95]. sustain [Bro90]. sustainability [Boh18, Q06, Ger04, LH14, MBA+12, Ser13]. sustainability-selected [Ger04]. Sustainable [HK02, Leh07, AZ90, De 85, Fah05, Gos05, KvdEV01, LB02, LOM14, TS05, An088n]. Sven [Dre06]. Sven-˚Ake [Dre06]. Swap [Bes01b]. Swasti [Hal97a]. Sweden [ALvKL06, JP96]. Swedish [Lun14, PvdMB+06, Sch86]. Swierczek [Ano94-30]. Swinburne [MG98c]. Swinnerton [SD89b]. Swinnerton-Dyer [SD89b]. Swiss [Bad08, Har97a, Har97b]. switch [ZI01]. Switzerland [RBBB98]. symbiosis [FF00]. symposium [Ano86d]. synergies [Car99a].
Synergistic [Ano94-37, PG94]. synergy [RMGBA08, YK08]. syntegrity [Per95]. synthesis [KL87, Sou83a]. Synthetic [Coo90, Buc91]. System [Kuh88, Ano93e, BH16, Bar97, CC05, Chu02, DGP10, DG14, DO99, FLH02, Gui05, GWM05, KKKR05, LGY05, dLP06, LTH06, M'C05, Mar03, Meho1, MBA12, NS90, PWA11, PK06, RAAT05, SO02, SGB12, Sch92, Sik97a, Sik97b, Vek99, Wal85, WLG05, YS93, ZS04a, ZS04b, vdEJG08, MG08, VMVW16]. systematic [BLA06, HS14]. systematically [Lic05, UB82]. systemic [CWY14, DM11, DO03, VMVW16]. Systems [Edw04, AGM89, Ano93k, Ano94m, BF04, BK04, BWF18, Bas01, BK01, Boy14, BH03, BHPB06, CF01a, CC05, CS04, CG04a, Chu01, Chu02, De04, DO99, Gal06a, Geoo06, Ger04, Gol87, GG11, Gup88, Gup89, Gup90, GH91, GG93, Gup00, GK06, HR98a, HR98b, HGL98, IMBH98, KR12, KMD11, LC94, LW91, MI07, Mon01, OB04, Par00, Pur91, Pur92, SGB12, Sen96, SC05, Sto03, SV01, WKOW03, WL01, ZS04b, dV06, Que06, systems-empirical [WKOW03]. systems-some [OB04].

T [Ano93l, Bes02a, Buc91, Fra99, Hay97c, Leh07, Lop06, Rea06, HRHW16].

T-Up [HRHW16]. Taguspark [DSVM05]. Tailoring [BNV05b]. Taiwan [OH04, Ano94l, CSH94, CHT99, CTYH02, CT02, CS04, CS05, CJH07, CLC13, CSL06, Ch01, FLH02, GP04, HC01, HST05, HH09, HLC05, HST07, Hua09, HT08, LS05, LY00, LC07, LC09, hLwChLbL04, LH07, LFFT09, Lin93, LCT04, LCT05, LH11, PJ96, SY05, TC97, Tan95, TCT05, Arc03].

Taiwanese [FLH02, WC06a, YH09]. Takada [For90, For91]. takeoff [LT16]. Taking [HPT10, JL13, SGWL16]. tale [Eek84, GBM98a, GBM98b].

TAM [Cha08]. Tanega [Mer94a]. Tantouh [Szw07]. Tanzania [Hew99].

Tanzanian [vdBS02]. Tarek [Szw07]. Target [BB95]. Targeting [CFC12, FB05]. targets [Hus10]. task [Cha08, Pap95]. tasks [Sna98].

Tassabehji [Kuc07]. Tawfik [Per96]. Tax [LL93a, LL93b, Kog03].

taxonomy [LT09, MG08, RSA05]. Taylor [Ano97b]. tea [Ano94b].

Teaching [AAD14, Mos16, OZ06, WC85, JC01]. Team [ABL07, RR11b, STZ03, KLV06, Per95, VP14, Mer02]. Team-based [STZ03, Mer02]. teams [Hua09, KLV06, LC07, LR09, LP06, Joh92e].

teamwork [MMM05]. Teare [Her92a]. Tech [Bai84, LS05, ALvKL06, Ano93s, Ano94y, Ano94-28, Ano94-29, Ar08, BMV02, Ber96, BMRG00, BM14, BRP94, CA06, GC10b, HAA99, HHFW16, Kak03, Kod07a, KLH05, LWC09, LD05, Lin86, Liu93, MZG17, MM08, Par05, RGJ13, SG03, SCC17, Strele, Sun96, VTRM12, WCT10, Won16, CF07, Won08].

tech-transfer [RGJ13]. Technical [AA90, Ber96, NB92, OAK03, Sur92, Acs88, Ano94-44, ABKL08, Bar96, CC05, CRS1, Col97, DB97a, DB97b, Gru93, Ham94, HB84, Hay01c, IDMD04, K08, KR12, Mac97b, Mol98, PPW06, Red90, Rei97, Sae05, Sci83, SS16, Tho88c, Tre98, VB05, Whi89a, Whi90a, Whi90b, Whi90c, SMP13].

technical/marketing [VB05]. Technics [HH89, Hit89a, Ish89a, Ish89b].

technique [KW05, KKP17, MY02]. techniques
Techno-economic [BF03]. Techno-management [Mon01]. Techno-nationalism [Mon01]. Technological [Ano93n, Ano03q, Ano11a, AK00, BCS06, Bon02, BST03, CADNFP04, Can06, CPS006, De85, Dre04, Fab96, FMOV00, HN92a, HN92b, Hay86d, Hay98, HR07, JvZ08, JRS06, LOH91, Lee04, LLR95, LHY04, Man07, May86, McG98, ND15b, PR96, PR97, Pau93, Pre01, Rag93a, Rag93b, RD05, Sik99, TSV+00, TOA01, TEA00, Uzu01, Xie94, wk98, AH84, AH85, Ano89p, Ano94-31, Ano94-44, AP08, Arc88, AP96, Bam94, Ban03b, Ban04, Bar89a, Bat12, Bes94b, BBHA01, BF06, CGM07, CvdEG13, CJ98, Car98a, Car98c, Car99b, CR00, Car00, CF01a, CA02, CS84, CL98, CQ03, CLT06, Chi81, CW06, CK03, Co81, CD00, CGLSNLVD15, DDOR08, Dib04, DS13, Ehr95, EFS02, Eva02, FS84, FDB10, Fig02, Fon05, FF92, Gal06b, GMNL07, GCH96, Go82].

Technological [Gra04, GP04, GG11, HMM14, HB14, Ham94, HS14, HO14, dCHDAALMM07, Hay81, Hay88c, Hay92a, Hea83, HW97, HLC05, HC10, Hus10, ILR+12, Ilo94, JP96, JP99, Joh92g, JL98, Kar93a, Kar93b, KJ97, KL87, LQ84, LVR010, Li09, LC82, M’C05, ML8a, MTK04, MRGMBR13, MG98c, MRC14, MC00, Mon01, Mow89, NQ05, Oak97, ON88, OBL14, PSU97, PP09, Pet11, PSS00, RAG11, RAC84, RF12, SP03, SB02, Seg86, Sgo95, SP10, SCZ14, Sir91, Ski84, Sta98, SGF02, Sub05, SM12b, Sz692, Th05, Van85, VTRM12, Ver01, Vos84, VLC12, Wai85, hWyLc80, WHF85, IS06, vW84, RAS15, For85, Kap03].

Technologically [NGK08].

technologie [Ano94u, Ano94w].

Technologies [Coo07, ETA02, Her04, Web99, Ame95, Ano92c, Ano93a, BGA09, Ban04, Bar96, CT92, CL97b, CL97a, CFC12, DJ13, ETA098, FHBO16, GT93, GSS02, GS05, Gr06, GCS01, HS91, HN99, HC06, HJSJY12, KKWM02, KS14, KJ93, KK05, KKP17, LD01, LL08b, LSVB06, MCRB+03, NLC98, NP01, OMR88, OOL96, Poz86, Sma01, Sun00, Tôn15, TS05, Wat90, vdVM09, Krala5, Hay88c].

technologies-on [GS05].

Technologietransfer [Ano94g].

Technologist [Whi94].

Technologists [Rus94].

Technology [ADK08, Ano93c, Ano95p, Ano93q, Ano97k, Ano07l, Ano09l, Ano11k, Ano11a, AZ90, tBL86, BS97, Bes03a, BCP11, BDL92, BC91, CDD+14, CAV16, CS87, Ch99, CS00, CL97b, CL97a, CR02, Col08, Coo16, Cor87b, CN90, CN92, EW97, Eri00, FCH01, For99, GW87, Ham96, HLL93, HRRW16, Hoe88, HLC05, I97, Jel07, Lae04, Lao08, LACH13, LW04, LKPP07, Loh07, Lev93, hL05, Lin09e, Lin11f, Lin13c, Lin17b, Lj01, Lop06, LOM14, MMFT12, ML16, Mal91, NB09, NB11, Nvu07, Ola98a, Ola99b, Pål04, Par00, PPP98a, PPP98b, PFPO06, Phil09, Pil04, PW99, Pra86, Roe87, RW86, Rus94, Ry96, Sap99, SWW12, Sik97a, Sik97b, SB91, SN92, Tra00, Van10, Van85, VGK+10, VS96, WZNC15, WTF+02, WS14, Wes93a, Wes93b, YKW10, ZEG87, AK06].

technology [ASI99, Aka98b, Aka98a, AA91, AC09, Ali86, AAN06, AMLR04, ADL07, Ano93c, Ano93d, Ano93i, Ano93s, Ano94u, Ano94g, Ano94i, Ano94l,
Ano94p, Ano94x, Ano94w, Ano94-32, Ano94-34, Ano94-33, Ano94-43, Ano12a, Arn87, ABUS05, Aut94, Ayr88, AM97, BBTW00, Bar90a, Bar92b, Bas04, BE09, BB89, Bes94c, Bes02d, Bha05, BS99, BC92, BRH+97, BV09, BH03, Bro85, Bro01, BM14, BM07, BP01, CA11, CS08a, Can16, CRKA98, Car99a, CRK00, CT06, Car05, CWAB09, CPP09, CL05a, CSAH4, CHT99, Cha08, CY12, CMH14, CYJ07, Che94, CR06, CCV11, Che12, Chi90, Chi91, CLR96, CY00, CU13, CJS00, CA14, CH098, CS89, CW94, Cou90, Cou91, CD00, Dag04, DB09, DGP10, Dav93, DB05, De 85, Dea81, DBL07, DVdCAS16, Den94, DAR07, Des96]. technology [DLL06, Dod87a, Dod87b, Dre97, DR99, DSVM05, DFBC98a, DFBC98b, EH02, ETOAO0, Eis95, EN07, EM02, FOL+03, FORA17, FB06, FC95, FF00, FJ91, FV91, FG06, Fuj98, Fuk09, Gar85, Gar96, Gei97, GEG12, GBL03, GBFvdS11, Gin06, Goe10, Hag90, HY99, HV96, Han94, Hay87b, Hay88e, Hay89a, Hay91a, Hay93b, H011, HM08, HOOGP11, HY04, HB03, Ho09, Hob87, Hob88, Hob92, HCK01, HPBP98, HO05, How94, HP09, HC01, Hua09, HT08, HW01, HW02, HK86, Hyv06, II98, IAO+02, INO+03, JGM98b, JGM98a, Jar86, JY15, JWS92a, JWS92b, JR91, Jol03, Jol08, JD09, KA15, Kap01, Kim87, Kim03, KS07, KJE96, KvdeEV01, Kod14, Kos99, KL08b, KK87, KJ03, Knum05, Kum06, KW05, KP17, LY96, Lan09, LPS03, LPXO14, Lar09, Lee00, LY00, LC07, LS07]. technology [LYP09, LVHR10, LD95, Let03, LC09, hLwChLbL04, LL08a, LFFT09, Lin91, Lin11a, Lin06b, Lin10c, Lin12d, LW97, Lio07, LL05a, LL05b, LCWC09, Lm014, MV06, Mac97a, Mac86a, MPA05, Mal02, MRGMBR13, MKGL05, MG98b, MG98a, Mer94b, MW09, Mia94, Mil88, MS98, Min96, MR05, MGS99, Mol97b, Mol97a, Mos16, MBA+12, NWGB09, NW03b, ND15a, NLC98, NSYL18, OS04, OG05, OS08, OC91, Oak03, OKP13, Oye01, PNC15, PJ96, Paw02b, Pap03, PP04, Paw94, Per04, PS03, Per96, P200, Pf99, PT06, Pow10, PdW00, PG11, Rad99, Rad01, Ram81, Rog86, RT01, RD92, Saa98, Sae05, SC17, SG93, SP99a, SP99b, SII00, SPO08, Sch09, Sch85, SCH93a, SCH93b, Sen85, Ser96, Sha95, SM95, SPP06, She09, SFC14, Sik91, Sik94, Sik96, SeSN14, Sir91, SS04]. technology [SS05, SWG16, Sko87, SS07, S0k99, SKL17, Sou88a, Sou88b, Ste89, SM01, Suc87, Sza96, TW02, Tan95, TTD06, TPB12, Tho99, Tho12, Tit90a, Tit90b, Tit94a, Tit94b, T0d94a, TE14, TCH95, UOAA0, Ved81, VJ12, Vek99, Ven96, Ver90a, Ver91a, Ver91b, VO04, VK03, VCL12, Wan89, WC07, WLY14, WZGA01, WNGB03, WA03, WANK04, WA04b, WH04c, WNN04b, WLO09, Wec15, WM88, Wh089, Will0, Will03, Win87, W0087, WVG+98, WSVG+98, W0087, WSVG+98, W0087, YS93, Ys05, YT09, YY11, ZR93a, ZR93b, vW88, BS08, CDD+11, Dre02, ES05, L060, LH11, MW82, SL16, W197, Wya07, Dut07, Ano91c, Gra04, Hay86f, Her92b, Kaz03, Har93a, Har93b, Hay97a, Lau93, Lin06, Lin11f, Par03b, Ros90]. Technology-based [HLC05, LOM14, Ano94x, ABUS05, Aut94, CS08a, Can16, CRK00, DvDAS16, DLL06, FC95, Gar96, HV96, KJE96, KK87, Lee00, LL05a, LL05b, OS04, Pap03, Sae05, SC17, Ste89]. technology-driven [KW05]. Technology-Internet [Lop06]. technology-service
technoparks [RM09]. technopoles
[Cho96, Hay87a]. Technopoles [Ano94-38, BCH94]. technopreneuress [FWL06]. Technopreneurism [FF00]. Technovation
[Mou17, Ano93a, Ano93b, Ano93f, Ano93j, Ano93i, Ano93m, Ano93o, Ano93p, Ano93s, Ano94c, Ano94f, Ano94k, Ano94l, Ano94m, Ano94n, Ano94z, Ano94-27, Ano94-30, Ano94-34, Ano94-37, Ano94-33, Ano94-38, Ano94-42, Ano12a, BF09a, BM94b, CDD+14, Hol94b, Paw94, Sza94b, YGW08, Hay89c, Ano11a, GH15, IF92b, JWS92b, Lin06a, Lin08a, MdCA06, Swi92b, Wet81, Zho92b]. Technology [Ano94i, Ano94-28]. Telecare [BBC06]. telecenters [ZMPRP14]. telecentre [AY05, AY05]. Telecommunication [Arr04, CT97, Ano92c, CT92, CY00, CBK03, KY06]. telecommunications [AKL05, ALRSD04, Cha94, FV91, Gru93, Hos99, Hos00, Hos01, Hos03, JP99, NDP07, Whe88]. Telemedicine [FMvT00]. Telephone [McN92, Mow88, Hos01]. telephony [EF11]. Telework [PSdLC02]. Teleworking [PSdLC05]. tell [JP96]. temporary [KM06a]. Ten [Gil97, CbjJL12, Gru93]. Tendering [HN99]. tensions [Hew99, PDOL11, TA98a, TA98b]. term [SKL17]. territorial [CT97]. test [AC08, Fox86b, LL08a, PD10, WPF06a]. testbed [WK03]. Testing [AP08, For90, For91]. Text [SKL17, KKP17, Sma01]. text-based [Sma01]. Text-mining [SKL17]. Textile [DC00, BN06, MM02]. textile-related [BN06]. textiles [KS14]. TFT [CLT06]. TFT-LCD [CLT06]. Thai [Hos99, LPS03, FSS00, RI04, Ruo05]. Thailand [Hos00, Hos01, NI05, PR97, Swi92a, Swi92b, SN92, Won13]. Thales [ALCM14]. Thames [Whi94]. Thank [Lin11b, Lin08a]. Thanks [Lin10d, Lin12a, Lin13a]. Thayer [LC82]. Their [Fra01a, Rot87a, AKBA07, ABGS13, Ano94t, Ano94j, BBTW00, BG10, BL97, CS84, CKM13, CR08, Col81, Dre01, DNS+03, Ern95, Goc10, IA94b, IA94a, Lan98b, LOCSBGMH16, Mer01, MG08, Ste89, TKT13, ZMPRP14, ZSM16]. themes [PT06]. Themselves [Fra01a]. theoric [Par03b]. Theoretical [HKJ07, AC09, LLB89, WPF06c]. Theory [Lee11, Oak97, Bad11, CWB98b, CWB98a, Fox86b, Gal05, GK91, GL10, Ha97b, Hol87, Kaf06, Lc11, LH14, Lin10a, LL08b, MGdG11, Md95, Pap02a, SPP06, WCT10, WO08, Yas05, d10, vdVdM11, vH10, vK11]. There [FG06]. Thermo [Pow10]. thickets [FR15]. thin [Ver05]. thing [VM97]. things [Rie85, KAV17]. Think [Jel07]. thinking [Tre98]. thinking [AB99, Gal06a]. third [Bie91, Hay88d, SS03, Vel15]. third-party [Bie91, Vel15]. Thomas [Ano93b, Ano94-33, Fra03a, Hay88g, Hay92b, Mer94b]. Thomson [Bes97, Coo97, Hay97a, Saa98]. Thorsten [Ano93m]. those [BNV05b]. thought [Dic02a]. Thoughts [Lin17a]. Thousand [Box01, Kuc07]. threats [Obe88]. Three [Hel94a, Hel94b, Lin11a, SF98, KL08b]. threshold [RMGBA08]. Tied [Dre04]. tier [IKL01]. Tierney [Poy97]. ties
Tiger [Kap01]. tile [CA07]. TIM [Lin07b, LE07, YKW10]. Time [Kra15, MJ94, Tit94c, Tit94d, AB89, BJ05, DL10, FORA17, GH91, HI89, MY02, Mus09, PS97a, PS97b, Sch92, WA04a, MCM09, PS00b, Joh92b, Par07]. timeliness [MJ94]. Times [Hay01b, Pa106, Lin10c, Lin11f, Pap02b]. timing [MOWG02, SY14, SCFD18]. Timothy [Ros89b]. Tinkler [Tan08]. tipos [Ano94q]. titles [Ano89s, Ano90m]. tivities [New04]. TL4ED [CPSS06]. TMAP [Bes02d]. today [Lin06c]. Todd [Hay90d]. Together [AD09, DR07]. tolerance [KL05]. Tomkins [Ano81a]. Tony [Hay93b]. tool [Ano93i, BAWK12, CHP13, Dav93, JP99, KM01, KM06a, KS04b, KW05, MPa05, MW14, Pov97, RGJ13, SB02, Thu05, CHP13, Fra05]. tool-VIZCon [Fra05]. tooling [Ano94m, LQ94]. toolkit [Bes95c, Bes94d]. Tools [BRH97, Bes95c, CA14, HST05, Hu13, PFP06, Vit90, VX97]. Top [Ano09], Fra01a, Lin13b, Lin13c. topics [Lin12d, Ano91c]. topological [SKTM08]. Topologies [SSF12]. Tor [Ano93k]. Torsten [Hay96a]. Total [AHAAEA03, IBL04, POGBG06, HL97a, JW06, SVAG07, vAdMSL95, OAVH14]. Totemics [DF98a, DF98b]. Touchstones [Gil97]. Toulouse [Ano93a]. tourism [AC09, Hja09, JD09, Lin09b, MP09a]. tourism-Selected [Hja09]. tower [HPT10]. town [FG06]. Towne [Hit93]. toxicity [BLQS00b]. toy [SW05]. TQM [JW06, AS08, CPXC02, DB09, FKT05, P01, PS04, P08]. traceability [Soh97a]. Tracking [Ell11, OG06]. Trade [Ros89b, EL93, OCA09, Rie89, TNSG06, Vit90, Hay01c]. trademark [SCFD18]. Trademarks [ZSMC16]. Tradition [dC07]. traditional [Bro94, SO02, SCK10, SCK11]. Traditions [CP11]. tragi-comedy [McM96a]. tragi [McM96a]. training [AA91, BBTW00, CJ98, OC85]. trajectories [LLBE05]. trajectory [HWC06, WMGB01, WLO09]. Tran [Bai94]. transaction [SS04, SS05, Yas05]. transaction-cost [Yas05]. transactions [Ano93i, Dav93, Wec15]. transactions-focused [Wec15]. Transfer [Lal00, RGJ13, Sko87, AAB1, AGS98, ADL07, ABGS13, Ano93p, Ano93s, Ano94u, Ano94g, Ano94l, AM97, BBTW00, BCH98, BC91, BC92, BP01, Car99b, CSH94, Ch99, Che94, CS00, CR02, Cor87b, Dag04, Dav02, Dea81, ETOA00, ETA02, Els95, FRA05, FEP15, Fu98, GGS02, GEG12, GCH96, GBFvdS11, Hag90, Ham96, HP09, HW02, KA15, KdOL08, KKWM02, LY96, LACH13, LW04, Lev93, LH07, LFFT09, LJo1, Llo07, Mal02, MKGL05, MGS99, Nob04, PS03, PV00, Pra86, Rad99, RAC84, RTY01, RD92, SG93, Sap89, SCH93a, SCH93b, Sér96, Sha86, Sir91, Son83b, Tan95, Tho99, Tit90a, Tit94a, Tit94b, TCH95, Van85, Ven96, Wec15, Wes93a, Wes93b, Woo87, ZR93a, ZR93b, GBFvdS11, MMM12, DBL07, Hay93b, Sam98]. transfer-UK [DBL07]. transferencias [Ano94i]. Transferring [NP10, TPB12]. transfers [Ano93i, Ano94i, Dav03]. transfert [Ano94u]. Transformation [dC07, AO10, Ano94v, Bar97, Ber96, Car98b, Fon05, Gee06, Gri98]. transformations [PPW06]. Transforming [Kod03, KL08b]. transition
transitional \cite{CvZ05}. Transitions \cite{AB99, Boh18, Gee06, SS16}. translate \cite{SSS17}. Translated \cite{Ano94h, Bes95b}. Transportation \cite{Ano93q, Ano94-39, Ano94-40, Ano95r, Ano95x, Ano95o, Ano95s, Ano95p, Ano95q, Ano95t, Ano95u, Ano95v, Ano95w, Ano96o, Ano96u, Ano96r, Ano96s, Ano96t, Ano97r, Ano97q, Ano97s, Ano97t, Ano97u, Ano97v, Ano97w, Ano97x, Ano97y}. trilingual \cite{Ver90b}. transport \cite{WSF13, WH04c}. Transportation \cite{Rue86, Sna01}. travel \cite{Hja09}. traveler \cite{MY02}. treatment \cite{BJ05, PPW06}. tree \cite{Ano94t}. trend \cite{Chi91, HS14, LD01}. Trends \cite{Hop04, BS87, CTYH02, CYJ07, Hit92b, Hit92, Hit93, Hit95, Ho09, KM01, Kum05, SB02, VSC16, Web96, vdVdJVdR09}. Triangle \cite{Hay93c}. triggers \cite{Mon06}. triple \cite{Joh08}. TRIZ \cite{IPP13}. tropical \cite{Ano97b, Ano97a}. tropics \cite{Oye00}. trouble \cite{Lin08b}. trust \cite{BHS05, DDG98, GST08, HO11, LL08b, YPF03, HBO14}. try \cite{VM97}. Tseng \cite{Rea06}. TTF \cite{Cha08}. tube \cite{KJ97}. Tunisian \cite{HAA09}. TuoviWDM \cite{BHPW00}. turbine \cite{Ki03}. turboprop \cite{Gee06}. turbulence \cite{CvdEG13, FDVB10, HC13, SV ´AG07}. turbulent \cite{STH06}. Turkey \cite{Uzu01, YA11}. Turner \cite{Tat04}. Turning \cite{Fra00b}. TV \cite{KJ97, WKN03, Xie04}. TVs \cite{Tsa13b}. twelve \cite{RAC84}. Twiss \cite{Rus94}. Two \cite{Mas86, CT12, GBM98a, GBM98b, He94a, He94b, HW01, Kaz03, Let03, Lin10b, PG09, SM12b, WTA97, WTN98b, YK08}. two-sided \cite{CT12}. two-stroke \cite{WTAW97, WTN98b}. two-way \cite{SM12b}. type \cite{AC07, GST08, Lee04, Win87}. typen \cite{Ano94-45}. types \cite{Ano93n, Ano94q, Ano94-45, DMNR12, LL94a, LL94b, Pau93, SB91, TLK09, BBTW00}. typologies \cite{Ano94s}. Typology \cite{FMV00, BKM10, DS13, SWW12, VB05}. Tzu \cite{CF07}.
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